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The basic theory of spherical singular integrals is recapitulated.
Criteria are given for measuring the space-frequency localization
of functions on the sphere. The trade-o between space local-
ization on the sphere and frequency localization in terms of
spherical harmonics is described in form of an uncertainty prin-
ciple. A continuous version of spherical multiresolution is in-
troduced, starting from continuous wavelet transform correspond-
ing to spherical wavelets with vanishing moments up to a certain
order. The wavelet transform is characterized by least-squares
properties. Scale discretization enables us to construct spherical
counterparts of P(acket)-scale discretized and D(aubechies)-scale
discretized wavelets. It is shown that singular integral operators
forming a semigroup of contraction operators of class (C0) (like
AbelPoisson or GauÞWeierstraÞ operators) lead in canonical
way to pyramid algorithms. Fully discretized wavelet transforms
are obtained via approximate integration rules on the sphere. Fi-
nally applications to (geo-)physical reality are discussed in more
detail. A combined method is proposed for approximating the low
frequency parts of a physical quantity by spherical harmonics and
the high frequency parts by spherical wavelets. The particular
signicance of this combined concept is motivated for the situ-
ation of today’s physical geodesy, viz. the determination of the
high frequency parts of the earth’s gravitational potential under
explicit knowledge of the lower order part in terms of a spherical
harmonic expansion. c© 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally wavelet constructions have been employed
on innite domains (such as the real line R or the plane R2).
Since most practical computations are conned to nite do-
mains a number of boundary constructions have also been
developed mostly for the one-dimensional case (cf., e.g., [6
8], and many others). However, wavelet type constructions
for geophysically relevant manifolds like sphere, ellipsoid,
(regular) earth’s surface are still in their infancy. Seen from
practical point of view they do not exist even for the spher-
ical approach. Nevertheless, although the sphere appears to
be a simple manifold it proves to be extraordinarily chal-
lenging to develop a geodetically relevant wavelet theory
for the sphere thereby connecting essential geodetic eorts
of the past with very promising work in future.
In this paper we go back to the wavelet approach due
to [25] which allows us to represent any square-integrable
function F on the unit sphere Ω  R3 as a sum of wavelets
Ψ; = Ψ() = <DΨ, i.e., dilated and rotated copies of
a mother wavelet, Ψ, an integrable function with vanishing
integral. The coecients of the decomposition are nothing
but the inner products (F;<DΨ)L2(Ω). The wavelet trans-
form arises naturally as a result of an integral reproducing
formula that is closely related to (the CalderonZygmund
theory of) singular integral operators. In contrast to our ear-
lier paper the spherical wavelets proposed here, however,
are constructed in such a way that vanishing moments up
to a prescribed order m occur. Moreover, our wavelet con-
cept makes prot of the rotational invariance on the sphere
from which a double simplication of a problem is attained.
On the one hand, the diculties originating from the topo-
logical structure of the sphere which is such that there is no
coordinate system free of singularities, are under control.
On the other hand, invariant pseudodierential operators
representing the (geodetic) observables become comparable
via their spherical symbols. This, in addition, gives us the
possibility to derive a pocket guide of physical geodesy
by use of spherical wavelets. Furthermore, the principle of
developing wavelets with vanishing moments of order à m
enables us to combine the mth order expansion of the grav-
itational potential of the earth in terms of spherical har-
monics with its expansion in terms of spherical wavelets
(of order m). In doing so a triple advantage is indicated,
namely: the modelling of the earth’s gravitational potential
in terms of a spherical harmonic expansion up to an order m
takes the low frequency part, the description of the higher
order frequency part is performed by wavelet techniques, an
integrated approach via invariant pseudodierential opera-
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tor relations is guaranteed for both the spherical harmonic
and the spherical wavelet level.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 some pre-
liminaries are written down. Section 2 is devoted to singular
integral theory on the unit sphere Ω. As representative ex-
amples the AbelPoisson kernel and the GauÞ-WeierstraÞ
kernel are mentioned. Quantitative measures are introduced
for space localization as well as frequency localization
of axisymmetric (i.e., radially dependent) kernels, an uncer-
tainty relation is developed in close orientation on quantum
mechanical devices. Section 3 is concerned with spherical
wavelets with vanishing moments up to a prescribed order
m. It is shown that starting from a spherical wavelet Ψ of
order m one can associate to it a scaling function  and then
mimic a multiresolution construction. Moreover, the role of
the wavelet transform as a mapping from the one-parameter
class L2(Ω) into the two-parameter class L2((0;1)  Ω) is
characterized by least-squares properties. Section 4 opens
perspectives of scale discretization. We present here a gen-
eral technique allowing the development of wavelet pack-
ets from continuous wavelet transform. We show that sin-
gular integral operators forming a semigroup of contrac-
tion operators of class (C0) (like AbelPoisson or GauÞ
WeierstraÞ operators) lead to pyramid algorithms. Further-
more, a discretization technique motivated by ideas of [13,
14] is presented. Section 5 rst treats the low discrepancy
method as a simply structured form of approximate integra-
tion on the sphere. The results are generalizations of earlier
papers (cf. [18, 19]). A list of equidistributed pointsets on
the sphere is added, a scale and space discrete wavelet trans-
form is established in canonical way. In addition, a spherical
counterpart of Shannon’s sampling theorem and exact space
discretizations by band-limited spherical wavelets of order
m are developed. Finally, the promised combined spherical
harmonic and wavelet expansion is outlined, the spherical
harmonic expansion of a function being responsible for the
low-frequency part and the wavelet expansion being ap-
propriate for the high-frequency part.
It is believed that combined spherical harmonic and
Abel–Poisson wavelet expansion as discussed here will be a
very useful tool in future work of (global and local) high-
precision resolution of the earth’s gravitational eld.
Remark. The problem of constructing wavelet trans-
forms on the sphere has seen an enormous increase of activ-
ities over the last two years. There are dierent approaches:
(i) discrete frames are derived from multiscale constructions
on L2(Ω). Approaches of this type are [36, 38, 44]. There
also is a paper by Dahlke et al. [12] on multiresolution
analysis and wavelets on Ω using a latitudelongitude dis-
cretization. Even thought these schemata often suer from
problems at the poles, they are very important to consider as
many standard datasets (such as ETOPO of NASA) are sam-
pled on this grid (ii) another starting point is the denition
of a wavelet transform on L2(R) via the irreducible rep-
resentations of the ane group. Generalizations to L2(Ω)
either use coherent states, homogeneous spaces or function
spaces on the tangent boundles of spheres. Investigations
in these directions are carried out in [11, 46] (iii) the in-
troduction of convolution kernels leads to a denition of
a continuous wavelet transform. Constructions in this di-
rection as well as generalizations are introduced in [30]
and [40].
1. PRELIMINARIES
For all x 2 R3; x = (x1; x2; x3)T, dierent from the ori-
gin, we have x = r; r = jxj =
q
x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3, where
 = (1; 2; 3)T is the uniquely determined directional unit
vector of x 2 R3. The unit sphere in R3 is denoted by Ω.
Ωint (resp. Ωext) is the inner (resp. outer) space of Ω. If the
vectors 1; 2; 3 form the canonical orthonormal basis in
R3, we may represent the points  2 Ω by
 = t3 +
q
1 − t2(cos’1 + sin’2);
t = cos#; # 2 [0; ]; ’ 2 [0; 2):
We denote by r the surface gradient on Ω. The surface
curl gradient L is given by L =  ^ r ;  2 Ω. The
(Laplace–)Beltrami operator  on Ω is expressible in the
form
 = r  r = L  L ;  2 Ω:
The spherical harmonics Yn of order n are dened as
the everywhere on Ω innitely dierentiable eigenfunctions
of the Beltrami operator  corresponding to the eigen-
values ()^(n) = −n(n + 1); n = 0; 1; : : :. As it is well-
known, the functions Hn : R3 ! R dened by Hn(x) =
rnYn(); x = r, are polynomials in rectangular coordinates
which satisfy the Laplace equation xHn(x) = 0; x 2 R3.
Conversely, every homogeneous harmonic polynomial of
degree n when restricted to Ω is a spherical harmonic
of order n. The Legendre polynomials Pn : [−1;+1] !
[−1;+1] are the only everywhere on [−1;+1] innitely dif-
ferentiable eigenfunctions of the Legendre operator Lt =
(1 − t2)(d=dt)2 − 2t(d=dt) which in t = 1 satisfy Pn(1) = 1.
Apart from a multiplicative constant, the Legendre func-
tion Pn(3) : Ω ! [−1;+1];  , Pn(3  );  2 Ω, is the
only spherical harmonic of degree n which is invariant un-
der orthogonal transformations leaving 3 xed. The linear
space Harmn of all spherical harmonics of order n is of di-
mension dim(Harmn) = 2n + 1. Thus, there exist 2n + 1
linearly independent spherical harmonics Yn;1; : : : ; Yn;2n+1.
Throughout the remainder of this paper we assume this sys-
tem to be orthonormalized in the sense of the L2(Ω)-inner
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product
(Yn;j; Ym;k)L2(Ω) =
Z
Ω
Yn;j()Ym;k()d!() = n;mj;k
(d! denotes the surface element). An outstanding result of
the theory of spherical harmonics is the addition theorem
2n+1X
j=1
Yn;j()Yn;j() =
2n+ 1
4
Pn(  ); (; ) 2 Ω  Ω:
The addition theorem is of particular importance for our
considerations, since it relates the spherical harmonics on
Ω to a univariate function, viz. the Legendre polynomial.
This is essential for our wavelet approach.
The close connection between the orthogonal invariance
and the addition theorem is established by the Funk–Hecke
formula for H 2 L1[−1;+1]Z
Ω
H(  )Pn(  )d!() = H^(n)Pn(  );
where the Legendre transform (LT)(H) is given by
(LT)(H)(n) = H^(n) = 2
Z +1
−1
H(t)Pn(t)dt;
n = 0; 1; : : :. For more details about the theory of spherical
harmonics the reader is referred, for example, to [18, 35].
For nonnegative integers m the space of all spherical har-
monics of orders à m is denoted by Harm0;:::;m. Clearly,
dim(Harm0;:::;m) =
Pm
n=0(2n+ 1) = (m+ 1)
2.
We let (Ω) stand either for the space C(Ω) or Lp(Ω); 1 à
p < 1 (with corresponding norm k  k(Ω)). In what fol-
lows we are mainly interested, however, in results for the
Hilbert space (L2(Ω); (; )L2(Ω)). Any function of the form
H : Ω ! R;  , H() = H(  );  2 Ω is called -
zonal function on Ω. Zonal functions are constant on the
sets of all  2 Ω with    = h; h 2 [−1;+1]. The set of
all -zonal functions is isomorphic to the set of functions
H : [−1;+1] ! R. This gives rise to interpret the spaces
C[−1;+1] and Lp[−1;+1] with norms dened correspond-
ingly as subspaces of C(Ω) and Lp(Ω). We let [−1;+1]
stand either for the space C[−1;+1] or Lp[−1;+1] (with
corresponding norm k  k[−1;+1]). In particular,
kHkLp[−1;+1] =
 
2
Z +1
−1
jH(t)jpdt
!1=p
= kH(3)kLp(Ω);
hence,
kHk[−1;+1] = kH(3)k(Ω):
The spherical Fourier transform H , (FT)(H); H 2
(Ω), is given by
((FT)(H))(n; j) = H^(n; j) = (H;Yn;j)L2(Ω):
FT forms a mapping from L2(Ω) into the space l2(N) of
all sequences fH^(n; j)g satisfying
1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
(H^(n; j))2 < 1:
(where N = f(n; j)jn = 0; 1; : : : ; j = 1; : : : ; 2n + 1g). For
fH^(n; j)g 2 l2(N) dene the mapping (FT)−1 : l2(N) !
L2(Ω) by
(FT)−1(fH^(n; j)g) =
1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
H^(n; j)Yn;j:
Then (FT)−1(FT) = IL2(Ω) and (FT)(FT)−1 = Il2(N) (I is
the identity operator). Moreover, it should be noted that for
G;H 2 (Ω) the relation
lim
N!1
kG −
NX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
H^(n; j)Yn;jk(Ω) = 0
implies G = H almost everywhere on the unit sphere Ω.
Approximation of F 2 (Ω) by its Fourier expansion (in
terms of L2(Ω)-orthonormal spherical harmonics)
lim
N!1
kH−
NX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
H^(n; j)Yn;jk(Ω) = 0 (1.1)
is certainly true for (Ω) = L2(Ω), but for (Ω) =
Lp(Ω); p 2 [1;1] n ( 43 ; 4), the limit relation (1.1) does not
hold for all H 2 (Ω). However, [27] has shown that F can
be recovered by its Fourier expansion in uniform sense if
F is assumed, in addition, to be Lipschitz-continuous.
Assume H 2 L1[−1;+1] and F 2 (Ω). Then the con-
volution of H and F is given by
(H  F)() =
Z
Ω
H(  )F()d!();  2 Ω:
Young’s inequality yields
kH  FkLr(Ω) à kFkLp(Ω)kHkLq[−1;+1]
provided that F 2 Lp(Ω); H 2 Lq[−1;+1]; 1 à p; q < 1
with 1=r = 1=q + 1=p − 1 Æ 0. In particular, if F 2 C(Ω)
and H 2 L1[−1;+1], then the convolution H  F is a
continuous function on Ω, and it follows that
kH  FkC(Ω) à kFkC(Ω)kHkL1[−1;+1]:
If H1; H2 2 L1[−1;+1] and  2 Ω xed, then the function
 , H2(  );  2 Ω, is out of class L1(Ω). We let
(H1 H2)(  ) = (H1 H2())()
=
Z
Ω
H1(  )H2(  )d!():
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Obviously, H1  H2 depends only on the inner product of
 and , i.e., H1 H2 is a radially dependent function on
Ω, and we have
(H1 H2)^(n) = H^1 (n)H^2 (n); n = 0; 1; : : : :
2. SINGULAR INTEGRALS AND LOCALIZATION
Below we rst recapitulate the essential ideas of spherical
singular integral theory. More details can be found e.g. in
[3] and [23].
2.1. Spherical Singular Integrals
Let fg;  2 (0;1), be a subfamily of L1[−1;+1] sat-
isfying the condition ^ (0) = 1 for all  2 (0;1). Then
fIg;  2 (0;1), dened by I(F) =   F;F 2 (Ω) is
called (spherical) singular integral. The family fg is said
to be the kernel of the singular integral fIg. A singular
integral fIg is called approximate identity in (Ω) if
lim
!0
>0
kF− I(F)k(Ω) = 0 (2.1)
for all F 2 (Ω).
Assume that the kernel fg is uniformly bounded in the
sense that
2
Z +1
−1
j(t)jdt à M (2.2)
for all  2 (0;1). Then the corresponding singular integral
fIg is an approximate identity in (Ω) if and only if
lim
!0
>0
()^(n) = 1 (2.3)
for all nonnegative integers n.
Assume that the kernel fg is nonnegative (i.e., (t) Æ
0 almost everywhere on [−1;+1] for all  2 (0;1)). Then
the following properties are equivalent:
 fIg is an approximate identity in (Ω)
 lim
!0
>0
^ (n) = 1 for all n 2 N0
 lim
!0
>0
^ (1) = 1
 lim
!0
>0
R 
−1 (t)dt = 0;  2 (−1;+1).
A family fIg; I : (Ω) ! (Ω);  2 (0;1), is called
semigroup of contraction operators of class (C0) on (Ω),
if the following properties are satised:
 for each  2 (0;1); I is a linear bounded operator
mapping (Ω) into itself and I0 = I (identity operator).
 I1+2 = I1I2 for 0 à 1 à 2 < 1.
 lim
!0
>0
kI(F) − Fk(Ω) = 0 for all F 2 (Ω).
 kI(F)k(Ω) à kFk(Ω) for all  2 (0;1) and all F 2
(Ω).
Below we give a list of some important spherical singular
integrals.
Abel–Poisson Singular Integral. The function Ar(F) :
 , Ar(F)(); F 2 (Ω);  2 Ω; r = e−;  2 (0;1), de-
ned by
Ar(F)() =
Z
Ω
Qr(  )F()d!();  2 Ω;
is called Abel–Poisson mean, where the AbelPoisson
kernel Qr : [−1;+1] ! R; t 2 [−1;+1], is given by
Qr(t) =
1
4
1 − r2
(1 + r2 − 2rt)3=2 =
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
rnPn(t):
For all F 2 (Ω) and r 2 (0; 1); Ar(F) is innitely often
dierentiable on Ω, and we have
Ar(F)() =
1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
rnF^(n; j)Yn;j():
For given F 2 C(Ω) the function G : Ωint ! R given by
G(x) = Ar(F)(); x = r;  2 Ω;
is the only solution of the interior Dirichlet problem (i)
G 2 C(2)(Ωint)
T
C(Ωint), (ii) G = 0 in Ωint, (iii) GjΩ = F.
From maximum/minimum principle of potential theory we
get for all  2 Ω
min
2Ω
F() à Ar(F)() à max
2Ω
F():
The family fAe−g;  2 (0;1), forms a semigroup of
contraction operators of (C0) on (Ω) (in the above sense).
Moreover, for F 2 Lp(Ω); 1 < p < 1,
kAe− (F) − FkLp(Ω) = O(1 − e−);  ! 0;
is equivalent to the fact that there exists a function G 2
Lp(Ω) such that
G^(n; j) = −nF^(n; j); n = 0; 1; : : : ; ; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1:
In other words, the saturation class of the AbelPoisson
singular integral operators fAe−g;  2 (0;1) is given by
H(Lp(Ω); −n)
= fF 2 Lp(Ω)j9G 2 Lp(Ω) : G^(n; j) = −nF^(n; j)g;
whereas the saturation order of fAe−g;  2 (0;1), is
O(1 − e−);  ! 0.
Gauß–WeierstraßSingular Integral. The Gauß–Weier-
straßmean G(F);  2 (0;1), is given by
G(F)() =
Z
Ω
W(  )F()d!(); F 2 (Ω);  2 Ω;
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where the so-called Gauß–Weierstraßkernel W :
[−1;+1] ! R is dened by
W(t) =
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
e−n(n+1)Pn(t); t 2 [−1;+1]:
Clearly, G(F) 2 C(1)(Ω) for all F 2 (Ω) and all
 2 (0;1). For given F 2 C(Ω), the initial-value prob-
lem (i) @@U(; ) = 

 U(; );  Æ 0;  2 Ω, (ii) U(0; ) =
F();  2 Ω, is solved by convolution against the GauÞ
WeierstraÞkernel so that
U(; ) = G(F)() =
Z
Ω
W(  )F()d!();  2 Ω:
The family fGg;  2 (0;1), forms a semigroup of con-
traction operators of class (C0) on (Ω). Moreover, the sat-
uration class of the GauÞWeierstraÞsingular integral op-
erators fGg; G : Lp(Ω) ! Lp(Ω);  2 (0;1), is given
by
H(Lp(Ω); −n(n+ 1)) = fF 2 Lp(Ω)j9G 2 Lp(Ω) :
G^(n; j) = −n(n+ 1)F^(n; j)g;
and the saturation order of fGg;  2 (0;1), is
O();  ! 0.
Besides the aforementioned examples singular integrals
corresponding to locally supported kernels are known. In
addition, certain types of locally supported kernel singular
integrals satisfy a nite contraction property (cf. [25, 49]).
The exploitation of this property will not be discussed here.
It is a challenge for future work.
2.2. Localization
Of particular interest for our purposes are kernel func-
tions localizing suciently well in space domain as well
as in frequency domain. The chief measure for a func-
tion dened on Euclidean space is the variance. In what
follows we adopt this notion for functions dened on the
sphere Ω.
Let F : Ω ! R be in class H(L2(Ω);−n(n+1)). Suppose,
in addition, that kFkL2(Ω) = 1. We associate to F the normal
vector eld oF :  , oF() = F();  2 Ω. The center of
gravity of the spherical window in space domain is dened
FIG. 2.1. Localization in a spherical cap.
by the expected value of the operator o
goF =
Z
Ω
(oF())F()d!()
=
Z
Ω
jF()j2d!() 2 R3
thereby interpreting jF()j2d!() as surface mass distribu-
tion over the sphere Ω embedded in Euclidean space R3.
It is clear that goF lies in Ωint, i.e., jgoFj à 1. The variance
in space domain is understood in canonical sense as the
variance of the operator o
oF =
Z
Ω
j(o− goF)F()j2d!()
=
Z
Ω
j− goFj2jF()j2d!() 2 R:
From the identity j− goFj2 = 1 + jgoFj2 − 2  goF;  2 Ω,
it follows immediately thatZ
Ω
j− goFj2jF()j2d!()
=
Z
Ω
(1 + (goF)2 − 2  goF)(F())2d!();
hence, oF = 1 − jgoFj2. Obviously, 0 à oF à 1. Fig. 2.1
illustrates a geometric interpretation of goF and 
o
F. We as-
sociate to goF; g
o
F ≠ 0, and its projection 
o
F = g
o
F=jgoFj onto
the sphere Ω the spherical cap
C = C(oF; jgoFj) = f 2 Ωj1 −   oF à 1 − jgoFjg:
Then the boundary @C is a circle with radius (oF)1=2.
According to our construction the mass may be regarded to
be essentially localized in the cap C. As one thinks of F to
be a window function on Ω, the window is determined by
C(oF; jgoFj), and its width is given by (oF)1=2.
Since we are particularly interested in axisymmetric
functions (i.e., radial basis functions on the sphere), some
simplications can be done. Let G be in L2[−1;+1] and
kGkL2[−1;+1] = 1. Then the corresponding center of grav-
ity can be computed readily by
goG(3) =
Z
Ω
jG(  3)j2d!() =
 
2
Z +1
−1
tjG(t)j2dt
!
3:
Letting
toG = jgoG(3)j = 2
Z +1
−1
tjG(t)j2dt
we nd for the corresponding variance
oG = 2
Z −1
−1
(1 + (toG)
2 − 2toGt)jG(t)j2dt = 1 − (toG)2:
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Next our purpose is to calculate expectation value and
variance of the surface curl gradient L. It is well-known
that
gL

F =
Z
Ω
(L F())F()d!() = 0
for all F 2 H(L2(Ω);−n(n+ 1)g. Moreover, from the sur-
face integral theorem of GauÞwe are able to deduce that
L

F =
Z
Ω
j(L − gLF )F()j2d!()
=
Z
Ω
L F()L F()d!()
=
Z
Ω
(− F())F()d!() = g−F :
This expression, which gives L

F in terms of the expectation
value of the operator −, helps us to nd a measure of
the angular frequency in F. Indeed, it becomes clear from
the spherical harmonic expansion
g−

F =
1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
(n(n+ 1))(F^(n; j))2
that a large value of g−

F is caused by a slow decay in
the series expansion, but this means that the higher order
spherical harmonics are contributing signicantly. But the
presence of high order harmonics indicates high frequency
behaviour in F. Thus, although the expectation value of
the operator vanishes for the whole class of functions F 2
H(L2(Ω); −n(n + 1)) with kFkL2(Ω) = 1, the variance LF
may be interpreted to be a measure in frequency domain.
Again we achieve a simplication by conning ourselves to
axisymmetric functions G. Then we have
L

G =
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
n(n+ 1)jG^(n)j2
= −
Z
Ω
G(  3) G(  3)d!()
= −2
Z +1
−1
G(t)LtG(t)dt;
where Lt is the Legendre operator.
All functions including windows obey an uncertainty re-
lation, which states that sharp localizations in space and in
frequency are mutually exclusive. In other words, an uncer-
tainty relation measures the trade-o between space local-
ization on Ω and frequency localization.
Theorem 2.1 Let F 2 HfL2(Ω);−n(n + 1)g satisfy
kFkL2(Ω) = 1. Then
oF
L
F Æ jgoFj2: (2.4)
If goF is nonvanishing, then
oF
L
F Æ 1; (2.5)
where we have introduced the abbreviations
oF =
(oF)1=2
jgoFj and 
L
F = (
L
F )1=2:
Proof. We follow an idea due to [36]. Applying the
CauchySchwarz inequality we obtain
(oF)1=2(
L
F )1=2 Æ gF;
where
gF =
Z
Ω
j− goFjjF()jj(^ r )F()jd!()
 :
Observing the denition of the vector product we nd
gF Æ
Z
Ω
F()(− goF) ^ (^ r )F()d!()
 :
We use the fact thatZ
Ω
F()((− goF) ^ (^ r )F())d!()
=
Z
Ω
F()((^ r ) ^ (− goF)F())d!()
and the identity
(− goF) ^ (− r ) + (^ r ) ^ (− goF) = −2:
This yields
gF Æ
Z
Ω
F()(−)F()d!()
 = jgoFj:
But this is the desired result.
An immediate consequence is
Corollary 2.2. Let G(3) 2 H(L2(Ω);−n(n+ 1)) sat-
isfy kGkL2[−1;+1] = 1. If toG(3) is nonvanishing, then
oG
L
G Æ 1;
where
oG =
(oG)1=2
toG
and L

G = (
L
G )
1=2:
Localization of the Abel–Poisson Kernel. Consider
Qr(t) = kQrk−1L2[−1;+1]Qr(t); t 2 [−1;+1]:
An easy calculation gives us
kQrkL2[−1;+1] = (Qr2 (1))1=2 =
 
1 + r2
4
!1=2
1
1 − r2 ;
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TABLE 2.1
 L

W
oW 
o
W
L

W
0.05 3.108 0.325 1.012
0.1 2.159 0.475 1.025
0.2 1.468 0.717 1.053
0.4 0.942 1.177 1.110
0.8 0.468 2.545 1.193
and
toQr =
2r
1 + r2
; L

Qr
=
6r2
(1 − r2)2 :
This shows us that
oQr =
1 − r2
2r
;L

Qr
=
p
6
r
1 − r2 :
Thus we nally obtain
oQr
L
Qr
=
p
6
2
=
s
3
2
> 1:
Note that the value of oQr
L
Qr
is independent of r.
Localization of the Gauß–Weierstraß Kernel. Consider
W(t) =
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
e−n(n+1)Pn(t); t 2 [−1;+1]:
Now we have
W(t) = kWk−1L2[−1;+1]W(t); t 2 [−1;+1]:
where
kWkL2[−1;+1] =
 1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
e−n(n+1)2
!1=2
:
The values toW and 
L
W
are calculated numerically (more
explicitly, toW via approximate integration and 
L
W
by series
truncation). Table 2.1 shows results for dierent values of
 2 [0:05; 0:8].
It seems that oW
L
W
tends to the value 1 as  ! 0.
Localization of the Gaussian Kernel. Consider
G(t) = e−

2 (1−t);  > 0; t 2 [−1;+1]:
G takes its name from the bell-shaped (Gaussian) probabil-
ity density function (note that e−(=2)(1−cos )  e−(=2)( 2=2)
for small  Æ 0). It is easy to see that
G(t) = γ()e−(=2)(1−t);
γ() =
1p
4

1
2
(1 − e−2)
−1=2
;
satises k GkL2[−1;+1] = 1. Furthermore, we get
toG = coth  −
1

; oG = 1 −

coth  − 1

2
;
and
L

G =

2
coth  − 1
2
:
It is not dicult to deduce that toG ! 1 and oGL

G ! 1 as
 ! 1. This shows us that the best value of the uncertainty
principle is 1.
It should be mentioned that the interpretation of L

F
as variance in total angular frequency also shows some
drawbacks: rstly the expected value of the surface curl
gradient is of vectorial nature which seems to be inade-
quate in frequency localization by means of scalar spher-
ical harmonics, secondly the value of gL

F vanishes for all
candidates F. In other words, the center of gravity of the
spherical window in frequency domain is independent of
the choice of the function F under consideration. This is
the reason why we are nally interested in the variance of
the operator −
−

F =
Z
Ω
j((− ) − g−F )F()j2d!():
as being a measure for the spread in frequency (note that
the corresponding expectation g−

F now is scalar-valued).
An easy calculation yields
−

F = g
(−)2
F − (g−F )2: (2.6)
In connection with Theorem 2.1 and (2.6) this leads us to
Corollary 2.3. Let F 2 H(L2(Ω); (−n(n+1))2) satisfy
kFkL2(Ω) = 1. Then
oF
−
F Æ jgoFj2 g
(−)2
F − (g−F )2
g−

F
(2.7)
provided that g−

F ≠ 0, i.e., F^(n; j) ≠ 0 for some
(n; j); n > 0:
If the right hand side of (2.7) is nonvanishing, then
oF
−
F Æ 1; (2.8)
where
−

F =
0BB@ −F
g
(− )2
F −(g−

F )
2
g−

F
1CCA
1=2
= (g−

F )1=2:
The best value of the uncertainty principle (2.8) is 1.
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Localization of Spherical Harmonics. Consider the
members Yn;j of an L2(Ω)-orthonormal system of spher-
ical harmonics. Then it is clear that kYn;jkL2(Ω) = 1 for all
n; j. Furthermore,
goYn;j = 0; g
−
Yn;j = n(n+ 1); g
(−)2
Yn;j = (n(n+ 1))
2:
As expected we have
oYn;j = 1; 
−
Yn;j = 0:
3. CONTINUOUS WAVELET TRANSFORM
Freeden and Windheuser [25] have introduced a spherical
counterpart of the continuous wavelet transform formed by
rotation and dilation as opposed to translation and dilation
on the real line. The continuous theory resulted in spherical
wavelets possessing only a vanishing moment of order 0.
In the present paper we want to generalize this concept
to spherical wavelets with vanishing moments of order à
m. This is of particular importance for problems e.g. in
physical geodesy, when spherical harmonic expansions of a
physical quantity (like gravity anomaly, disturbing potential
at the earth’s surface or at satellite height, radial derivative,
etc.) are known up to an order m.
3.1. Definition and Reconstruction Formula
Of essential importance for our investigation is
Definition 3.1. A subfamily fΨg of the space
L2[−1; 1] is called spherical wavelet of order m, if
fΨ^ (n)g; n = 0; 1; : : : satises the following admissibility
conditions:
(i) for n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : :Z 1
0
(Ψ^ (n))2
d

= 1; (3.1)
(ii) for  2 (0;1) and n = 0; : : : ; m
Ψ^ (n) = 0; (3.2)
(iii) for R 2 (0;1)
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
Z 1
R
(Ψ^ (n))2
d

< 1; (3.3)
(iv) for all R 2 (0;1)
2
Z +1
−1
Z 1
R
Ψ(2) (t)
d

dt à M; (3.4)
where M is a positive constant independent of R.
The function Ψ = Ψ1 (i.e.,  = 1) is called spherical
mother wavelet.
As necessary condition we immediately obtain from (3.1)
lim
!0
>0
Ψ^ (n) = 0
for n = m + 1, m + 2; : : :. The condition (3.2) justies the
notion wavelet (or small wave) of order m. The remaining
admissibility conditions are of later importance in that they
assure the convergence of an associated singular integral
procedure (in k  k(Ω)-sense).
Consider two functions F;G 2 L2(Ω) with vanishing
moments of order à m, i.e.,Z
Ω
F()Yn;j()d!() =
Z
Ω
G()Yn;j()d!() = 0 (3.5)
for n = 0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1.
Let Ψ; be dened as follows
Ψ; :  , Ψ;() = Ψ(  ) = <DΨ();  2 Ω;
where the -rotation operator < and the -dilation op-
erator D are given by
< : Ψ() , <Ψ() = Ψ(  );
D : Ψ() , DΨ() = Ψ();
respectively. Because (3.1) and (3.5) it follows from Parse-
val’s identity thatZ
Ω
Z 1
0
(F;Ψ;)L2(Ω)(G;Ψ;)L2(Ω)
dd!()

=
Z 1
0
1X
n=m+1
2n+1X
j=1
F^(n; j)G^(n; j)(Ψ^ (n))2
d

=
1X
n=m+1
2n+1X
j=1
F^(n; j)G^(n; j)
= (F;G)L2(Ω): (3.6)
Denote by L2((0;1)  Ω) the space of all integrable
functions H : (0;1)  Ω ! R such thatZ
Ω
Z 1
0
jH(; )j2dd!()

< 1:
On the space L2((0;1)Ω) we are able to impose an inner
product (; )L2((0;1)Ω) corresponding to the norm
kHkL2((0;1)Ω) =
 Z
Ω
Z 1
0
jH(; )j2dd!()

!1=2
:
From (3.6) it follows that
((F;Ψ;)L2(Ω); (G;Ψ;)L2((0;1)Ω) = (F;G)L2(Ω)
and
k(F;Ψ;)L2(Ω)k2L2((0;1)Ω) = kFk2L2(Ω):
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This gives rise to introduce the continuous wavelet trans-
form as follows.
Definition 3.2. Let fΨg;  2 (0;1), be a spherical
wavelet of order m. Then the spherical wavelet transform
(WT)Ψ : L2(Ω) ! L2((0;1)  Ω) is dened by
((WT)Ψ(F))(; ) = (Ψ;; F)L2(Ω) =
Z
Ω
Ψ;()F()d!():
From our above arguments it is clear that the continu-
ous wavelet transform (WT)Ψ is invertible on the space
of functions F 2 L2(Ω) satisfying F^(n; j) = 0 for n =
0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1.
Theorem 3.3 (Reconstruction Formula). Let fΨg;  2
(0;1), be a spherical wavelet of order m. Suppose that
F 2 L2(Ω) satisfies F^(n; j) = 0 for n = 0; : : : ; m; j =
1; : : : ; 2n+ 1. Then
F =
Z
Ω
Z 1
0
((WT)Ψ(F))(; )Ψ;()dd!()

(in the sense of k  kL2(Ω) ).
Proof. Theorem 3.3 follows directly from the rotational
invariance of the wavelet transform (see formula (3.6)),
which yields the inverse transform via the adjoint opera-
tor. It should be noted that the restriction of Theorem 3.3
to functions with vanishing moments of order à m is an
essential feature in our consideration. Later on we shall
comment on this condition from geodetic point of view.
For reasons of readibility we now make some further
remarks showing the intimate relations between continu-
ous wavelet transform and singular integral theory, thereby
explaining the canonical bridge between spherical wavelet
(Denition 3.1) and spherical scaling function (Denition
3.4). We start with the auxiliary function HR : t ,
HR(t); t 2 [−1;+1], given by
HR(t) =
mX
n=0
2n+ 1
4
Pn(t) +
1X
n=m+1
 Z 1
R
(Ψ^ (n))2
d

!
Pn(t):
According to formula (3.3) HR is of class L2[−1;+1], and
the kernel fHRg is uniformly bounded in the sense of (2.1).
Moreover, by virtue of (3.1), we nd
lim
R!0
R>0
HR^ (n) =
Z 1
0
(Ψ^ (n))2
d

= 1
for n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : :. A simple calculation shows thatZ
Ω
Z 1
R
(WT)Ψ(F)(; )Ψ;()
dd!()

=
Z
Ω
HR(  )F()d!()
holds for an arbitrary value R > 0 and all F 2 L2(Ω)
satisfying F^(n; j) = 0; n = 0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+1. Thus
it is clear from the spherical theory of singular integrals (cf.
Section 2) that
F = lim
R!0
R>0
(HR  F) = lim
R!0
R>0
Z
Ω
HR()F()d!()
holds in the sense of k  kL2(Ω), which is nothing else than
the result of Theorem 3.3.
3.2. Scaling Function
From the arguments given above it becomes obvious that
wavelet reconstruction utilizes essential techniques of sin-
gular integration theory. We will go into a deeper investiga-
tion of this aspect by specifying a corresponding spherical
scaling function to the spherical wavelet of order m.
Definition 3.4. Let fΨg;  2 (0;1), be a spherical
wavelet of order m. Then the corresponding spherical scal-
ing function fRg; R 2 (0;1), is dened by
R =
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
R^ (n)Pn; (3.7)
where equality in (3.7) is understood in k  kL2[;−1;+1] and
R^ (n) =
8><>:
1; n = 0; : : : ; mR1
R (Ψ^ (n))
2 d

1=2
; n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : : :
From (3.3) we see that
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
(R^ (n)))2
=
(m+ 1)2
4
+
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
Z 1
R
(Ψ^ (n))2
d

< 1;
hence, R 2 L2[−1;+1] for each R 2 (0;1). Furthermore
we have for all (; ) 2 Ω2
HR(  ) =
Z
Ω
R(  )R(  )d!()
= (2)R (  );
that is HR = 
(2)
R = R  R for each R 2 (0;1). It is also
important to mention thatZ
Ω
Z 1
R
(F;Ψ;)L2(Ω)Ψ;()
dd!()

=
Z
Ω
(F;R;)L2(Ω)R;()d!()
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holds for all F 2 L2(Ω) with F^(n; j) = 0 for n =
0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1 (in the sense of k  kL2(Ω)), where
we have used the usual abbreviations
Ψ;() = Ψ(  ) = <DΨ();
R;() = R(  ) = <DR()
for (; ) 2 Ω2; 0 < ;R < 1. In connection with Theorem
3.3 this leads us to
Corollary 3.5. Let fΨg;  2 (0;1), be a spherical
wavelet of order m. Assume that fRg; R 2 (0;1), is the
corresponding spherical scaling function. Then
F = lim
R!0
R>0
Z
Ω
(F;R;)L2(Ω)R;()d!()
holds (in kkL2(Ω)-sense) for all F 2 L2(Ω) with F^(n; j) =
0 for n = 0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1.
In other words, f(2)R g; R 2 (0;1), is a (uniformly
bounded) kernel of an approximate identity. But this obser-
vation enables us to formulate the reconstruction formula
in the general (Ω)-context introduced in Section 2.
Corollary 3.6. Under the assumptions of Corollary 3.5
lim
R!0
R>0
∥∥∥∥F− Z
Ω
Z 1
R
((WT)Ψ(F))(; )Ψ;()dd!()

∥∥∥∥
(Ω)
= 0
for all F 2 (Ω) with vanishing moments à m, i.e.,Z
Ω
F()Yn;j()d!() = 0
for n = 0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n + 1 (note that
((WT)Ψ(F))(; ) = Ψ;  F). In particular,
lim
R!0
R>0
sup
2Ω
F() − Z
Ω
Z 1
R
((WT)Ψ(F))(; )Ψ;()
dd!()

 = 0
holds for all functions F 2 C(Ω) with F^(n; j) = 0 for
n = 0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1.
Conversely, to a suitable kernel fg;  2 (0;1), gener-
ating an approximate identity in (Ω), we are able to deter-
mine in constructive way an (associated) spherical wavelet
fΨg;  2 (0;1). To be more specic, we have
Corollary 3.7. Suppose that fRg; R 2 (0;1), is
the uniformly bounded kernel of an approximate identity.
Furthermore, let the coefficients R^ (n); R 2 (0;1); n =
m + 1; m + 2; : : : as function of R be differentiable and de-
creasing. Moreover, assume that
R^ (n) = 1; n = 0; : : : ; m;
lim
R!1
R^ (n) = 0; n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : : :
Then the associated spherical wavelet fΨg;  2 (0;1) of
order m is given by
Ψ^ (n) =
 
− d
d
(^ (n))2
!1=2
(3.8)
for  2 (0;1) and n = 0; 1; : : :.
Proof. It is clear that our assumptions guarantee the
nonnegativity of −(d=d)(^ (n))2 for  2 (0;1). We have
to prove that the admissibility conditions of Denition 3.2
are obtainable from (3.8). First it follows thatZ 1
R
(Ψ^ (n))2
d

= −
Z 1
R

d
d
(^ (n))2
d

= (R^ (n))2
for each R 2 (0;1) and n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : :. Obviously, 
− d
d
(^ (n))2
!1=2
= 0
for n = 0; : : : ; m. Hence, fΨg is derivable from the ker-
nel fRg as indicated by Denition 3.4. Furthermore the
following statements are easily veried:
(i) for n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : :
lim
R!0
R>0
Z 1
R
(Ψ^ (n))2
d

= lim
R!0
R>0
(R^ (n))2 = 1;
(ii) for  2 (0;1) and n = 0; : : : ; m
Ψ^ (n) = 0;
(iii) for R 2 (0;1)
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
Z 1
R
(Ψ^ (n))2
d

=
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
(R^ (n))2 < 1;
(iv) for all R 2 (0;1)
2
Z +1
−1
Z 1
R
Ψ(2) (t)
d

dt = 2Z +1−1 j(2)R (t)jdt à M:
Consequently the admissibility conditions are satised,
hence, fΨg;  2 (0;1); is a spherical wavelet in the sense
of Denition 3.1.
Corollary 3.7 enables us to introduce the spherical scal-
ing function independently of the spherical wavelet via the
dierential relation (3.8).
In terms of ltering fΨg and fRg; respectively, may
be interpreted as band-pass filter and low-pass filter. Cor-
respondingly, the convolution operators are given by
R(F) = Ψ  Ψ  F;F 2 L2(Ω);
PR(F) = R  R  F;F 2 L2(Ω);
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TABLE 3.1
 L

Ψ
oΨ 
o
Ψ
L

Ψ
0.05 34.418 0.042 1.478
0.1 17.540 0.086 1.517
0.2 8.886 0.188 1.675
0.4 4.576 0.412 1.888
0.8 2.480 0.928 2.302
and the spherical harmonic coecients read as follows
((FT)R(F))^(n; j) = (R(F))^(n; j)
= F^(n; j)(Ψ^ (n))2;
((FT)PR(F))^(n; j) = (PR(F))^(n; j)
= F^(n; j)(R^ (n))2:
Theorem 3.3 then yields an approximation of the identity
operator by the operators R and PR. If we introduce the
so-called scale spaces
VR(Ω) = PR(L2(Ω)) = fPR(F)jF 2 L2(Ω)g; R 2 (0;1);
then it clearly follows that VR(Ω)  VR0 (Ω) whenever R Æ
R0. In addition, we have
lim
R!1
1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
F^(n; j)(R^ (n))2Yn;j =
mX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
F^(n; j)Yn;j:
Summarizing our results we nally obtain the following
properties
 Harm0;:::;m  VR(Ω)  VR0 (Ω)  L2(Ω), 0 < R0 à
R < 1
 flimR!1 (2)R  FjF 2 L2(Ω)g = Harm0;:::;m
 fF 2 L2(Ω)jF 2 VR(Ω) for some R 2 (0;1)g
kkL2(Ω) =
L2(Ω).
We call such a collection of scale spaces satisfying the
last three properties continuous (or infinitesimal) multires-
olution analysis of L2(Ω). Note that all VR(Ω)-spaces are
rotation invariant:
F 2 VR(Ω) , F(t) 2 VR(Ω); 0 < R < 1
for all orthogonal transformations t. This is of particular
signicance since we have to deal later on with invariant
pseudodierential operators.
3.3. Examples
The results of the last section lead us to the impression
that all types of spherical singular integrals listed in Section
2 generate in canonical way examples of spherical wavelets
(in the sense of Denition 3.1). This aspect will be studied
now in more detail.
Abel–Poisson Wavelet of Order m. Consider as spherical
scaling function fRg; R 2 (0;1), the kernel
R(t) =
mX
n=0
2n+ 1
4
Pn(t) +
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
e−nRPn(t): (3.9)
The Abel–Poisson wavelet fΨg;  2 (0;1),
Ψ(t) =
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
Ψ^ (n)Pn(t); t 2 [−1;+1];
then arises quite naturally from the AbelPoisson kernel by
Ψ^ (n) =
8<:

− dd (e−2n)
1=2
=
p
2
p
ne−n; n > m
0; else:
Consequently,
Ψ(t) =
q
2
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
p
ne−nPn(t); t 2 [−1;+1]:
In Table 3.1 we nd a list of the space-frequency localiza-
tion quantities (cf. Section 2.2) corresponding to a selection
of parameters .
Gauß–WeierstraßWavelet of Order m. By virtue of the
GauÞWeierstraÞkernel
R(t) =
mX
n=0
2n+ 1
4
Pn(t) +
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
e−n(n+1)RPn(t);
the Gauß–Weierstraßwavelet fΨg;  2 (0;1), is obtain-
able from
Ψ^ (n) =
8<:
p
2
p
n(n+ 1)e−n(n+1); n > m
0; n = 0; : : : ; m:
In other words,
Ψ(t) =
q
2
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
q
n(n+ 1)e−n(n+1)Pn(t):
Table 3.2 gives information about the space-frequency lo-
calization for dierent values of .
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show a graphical illustration of both
kernels for dierent parameters.
TABLE 3.2
 L

Ψ
oΨ 
o
Ψ
L

Ψ
0.05 4.473 0.359 1.607
0.1 3.167 0.565 1.789
0.2 2.251 0.980 2.208
0.4 1.647 2.211 3.643
0.8 1.425 10.651 15.186
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FIG. 3.1. AbelPoisson and GauÞWeierstraÞ wavelets of order m = 0.
Remark. The choice of the weight function w() = −1
in Denition 3.1 is not obligatory in our spherical ap-
proach, since dilation and rotation are not in close rela-
tion to each other. It turns out that a measure of the form
d() = w()d; w() > 0 for  > 0 can also be used within
our considerations. As a matter of fact, all our results re-
main valid (with the exception of Corollary 3.7), when d=
is replaced by d(). Note that Eq. (3.8) in Corollary 3.7
should read in the modied context as follows
Ψ^ (n) =
 
−(w())−1 d
d
(^ (n))2
!1=2
; n = 0; 1; : : : :
It should be pointed out that the freedom of choosing a gen-
eral weight function w() diers from Euclidean theory. For
the line R the measure d= is demanded as Haar measure
of the ane group so that the continuous wavelet transform
of R involves the particular measure d= (the remark is a
private communication by P. MaaÞ).
3.4. Least Squares Property
As we have seen, (WT)Ψ is a transformation from the
one-parameter space L2(Ω) into the two-parameter space
L2((0;1)Ω). Thus it is clear that (WT)Ψ is not surjective
on L2((0;1)  Ω). That means that W = (WT)Ψ(L2(Ω)) is
a proper subspace of L2((0;1)  Ω):
W ≠ L2((0;1)  Ω):
Therefore one may ask the question how to characterize W
within the framework of L2((0;1)  Ω). For that purpose
consider the operator P : L2((0;1)  Ω) ! W given by
(PH)(0; 0) =
Z 1
0
Z
Ω
K(0; 0j; )H(; )d!()d

; (3.10)
where
K(0; 0j; ) =
Z
Ω
Ψ0;0 ()Ψ;()d!():
It can be shown by standard arguments that P : L2((0;1)
Ω) ! W dened by (3.10) is a projection operator. Finally
W is characterized by the fact that H 2 W if and only if
H(0; 0) =
Z 1
0
Z
Ω
K(0; 0j; )H(; )d!()d

: (3.11)
It is clear that K(0; 0j; ) 2 W and K(; j; ) 2 W. The
kernel K(0; 0j; ) is the reproducing kernel in W. The
FIG. 3.2. AbelPoisson and GauÞWeierstraÞ wavelets of order m = 10.
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reproducing property (3.11) can also be interpreted in such
a way that H 2 W is calculable by superpositions of it-
self. This shows that there is a kind of linear dependence,
which can be interpreted as redundancy. Although it might
seem inecient, such redundancy has certain advantages.
In contrast to a nonredundant expansion errors can be de-
tected and corrected. The situation is comparable to digital
recording technology, where oversampling shows good re-
sults. In our context the tendency for correcting errors is
expressed in the next theorem.
Theorem 3.8 Let H be an arbitrary element of
L2((0;1)  Ω). Then the unique function FH 2 L2(Ω)
which satisfies the property
kH− FHkL2((0;1)Ω) = inf
F2L2(Ω)
kH− FkL2((0;1)Ω)
(with FH = (WT)Ψ(FH)) is given by
FH() =
Z 1
0
Z
Ω
H(; )Ψ;()
d!()d

:
Proof. We know that FH is the orthogonal projection of
H onto W. This proves Theorem 3.8.
The linear dependence of F 2 W leads to the eect that
the coecients in L2((0;1)Ω) for reconstructing a func-
tion F 2 L2(Ω) are not unique. This can be readily devel-
oped from the following identity
F() =
Z 1
0
Z
Ω
( F(; ) + F?(; ))Ψ;()
d!()d

where F = (WT)Ω(F) and F? is an arbitrary member of
W?. But our considerations above enable us to formulate
Theorem 3.9 For arbitrary F 2 L2(Ω) the coefficient
function F = (WT)Ψ(F) 2 W is the unique element in
L2((0;1)  Ω) which satisfies the minimum norm condi-
tion
k FkL2((0;1)Ω) = inf
H2L2((0;1)Ω)
(WT)−1Ψ (H)=F
kHkL2((0;1)Ω):
4. SCALE DISCRETIZED WAVELET TRANSFORMS
Until now emphasis has been put on the whole scale inter-
val. In what follows, however, discretizations of the wavelet
transform will be discussed in form of both P(acket)-scale
discretized and D(aubechies)-scale discretized wavelets.
The investigations on P-scale discretized wavelets are in-
fluenced by the work due to Duval-Destin et al. [16] in
Euclidean space R. The chapter ends with the least squares
characterization of our scale discretized wavelet transforms.
4.1. Scale Discretized Wavelets
We start from a strictly decreasing sequence fjg; j 2 Z,
such that
lim
j!1
j = 0 and lim
j!−1
j = 1
(for example, j = 2−j; j 2 Z;  > 0).
4.1.1. Scale Discretized Wavelets. First we are inter-
ested in a way of discretizing the scales such that discretiza-
tion errors are avoided. Such a procedure canonically pro-
duces new types of wavelets that will be called P-scale dis-
cretized wavelets.
Definition 4.1. Let fΨg;  2 (0;1), be a spherical
wavelet of order m (as dened by Denition 3.1). Then
the P(acket)-scale discretized wavelets (also called spheri-
cal wavelet packet) fΨPj g; j 2 Z, is dened by
(ΨPj )^(n) =
 Z j
j+1
(Ψ^ (n))2
d

!1=2
; n = 0; 1; : : : :
Obviously, for n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : :Z 1
0
(Ψ^ (n))2
d

=
1X
j=−1
((ΨPj )^(n))2 = 1: (4.1)
Remark. The sequence fΨPj g is referred to as P(acket)-
scale discretized wavelet, since the functions fΨPj g are built
up by gluing wavelets together. Such P-scale discretized
wavelets are known from Euclidean theory. In Duval-
Destin et al. [16] they are called wavelet packets, since
they are obtained by a segmentation of the reconstruc-
tion formula (Theorem 3.3) into integrals over domains
Ω  [j+1; j]; j 2 Z. Originally the term wavelet packet
refers to a generalization of wavelets by Coifman et al.
[9]. Their idea is to increase the frequency resolution of
the wavelet transform by further decomposing the wavelet
detail spaces using a full binary tree.
For every function F 2 L2(Ω) we ndZ
Ω
Z j
j+1
(F;Ψ;)L2(Ω)Ψ;()
dd!()

=
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
((ΨPj )^(n))2
Z
Ω
F()Pn(  )d!()

=
Z
Ω
(F;ΨPj;)L2(Ω)ΨPj;()d!(); (4.2)
where, by denition
ΨPj;() = Ψ
P
j (  ); (; ) 2 Ω2:
Note thatZ
Ω
F()Pn(  )d!()
 à Z
Ω
jF()jd!() < 1;
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hence, summation and integration in (4.2) may be inter-
changed. Now it follows immediately that
1X
j=−1
Z
Ω
(F;ΨPj;)L2(Ω)(G;ΨPj;)L2(Ω)d!()
=
1X
n=0
2n+1X
k=1
F^(n; k)G^(n; k)
1X
j=−1
((ΨPj )^(n))2:
Dening the Hilbert space
L2(Z  Ω)
= fH : Z  Ω ! Rj
1X
j=−1
Z
Ω
jH(j; )j2d!() < 1g
with inner product
(H1; H2)L2(ZΩ) =
1X
j=−1
Z
Ω
H1(j; )H2(j; )d!()
and corresponding norm
kHkL2(ZΩ) =
q
(H;H)L2(ZΩ)
we get in connection with Parseval’s identity for spherical
harmonics and (4.1)
((F;ΨP;)L2(Ω); (G;ΨP;)L2(Ω))L2(ZΩ) = (F;G)L2(Ω)
for all F;G 2 L2(Ω) with F^(n; j) = G^(n; j) = 0; n =
0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1. In particular we have
k(F;ΨP;)L2(Ω)kL2(ZΩ) = kFkL2(Ω):
This gives rise to
Definition 4.2. Let fΨPj g; j 2 Z, be a spherical P-scale
discretized wavelet of order m. Then the P-scale discretized
wavelet transform
(WT)PΨ : L2(Ω) ! L2(Z  Ω)
is dened by
((WT)PΨ(F))(j; ) = (F;Ψ
P
j;)L2(Ω); F 2 L2(Ω):
We now have the following
Theorem 4.3 (Reconstruction Formula). Let fΨPj g; j 2
Z, be a spherical P-scale discretized wavelet of order m .
Then
F =
1X
j=−1
Z
Ω
((WT)PΨ(F))(j; )Ψ
P
j;()d!()
(in the sense of k  kL2(Ω)) provided that F 2 L2(Ω) with
F^(n; j) = 0; n = 0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1.
Proof. It is not hard to verify that
lim
J!1
Z
Ω
J−1X
j=−1
((WT)PΨ(F))(j; )Ψ
P
j;()d!()
= lim
J!1
Z
Ω
Z 1
J
((WT)Ψ(F))(; )Ψ;()
dd!()

:
This shows the desired result.
The denition of the corresponding scaling function now
follows in canonical way.
Definition 4.4. Let fΨPj g; j 2 Z, be a spherical P-scale
discretized wavelet of order m. Then the corresponding
scaling function fPJg; J 2 Z, is dened by
PJ =
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
(PJ )^(n)Pn;
where (cf. (3.8))
(PJ )^(n) =
8<:
PJ−1
j=−1((Ψ
P
j )^(n))2
1=2
for n > m
1 else
:
Obviously, for n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : :
(PJ )^(n) =
 Z 1
J
(Ψ^ (n))2
d

!1=2
= ^J (n)
provided that fΨg is the spherical wavelet corresponding
to fΨPg. From the reconstruction formula (Theorem 4.3) it
follows immediately that
F = lim
J!1
Z
Ω
(F;PJ;)L2(Ω)PJ;()d!()
holds for all F 2 L2(Ω) with F^(n; j) = 0; n = 0; : : : ; m; j =
1; : : : ; 2n + 1 (observe that, as usual, PJ;() = 
P
J (  );
(; ) 2 Ω2). Moreover, for all F 2 L2(Ω), we have
F =
Z
Ω
(F;PJ;)L2(Ω)PJ;()d!()
+
1X
j=J
Z
Ω
((WT)PΨ(F))(j; )Ψ
P
j;()d!():
It should be noted that this formula, in fact, is valid for
all F 2 L2(Ω). By construction, the P-scale discretized
wavelet leads to a partition of unity as follows:
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Z 1
0
(Ψ^ (n))2
d

=
+1X
j=−1
((ΨPj )^(n))2
=
0@ J−1X
j=−1
+
1X
j=J
1A ((ΨPj )^(n))2
= ((PJ )^(n))2 +
1X
j=J
((ΨPj )^(n))2 = 1
for n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : :. P-scale discretized wavelet mem-
bers may be regarded as dierences of two low-pass lters.
Indeed, we have
((ΨPj )^(n))2 = ((Pj+1)^(n))2 − ((Pj )^(n))2; j 2 Z; (4.3)
for n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : : so that in accordance with (4.1)
1X
j=−1
(((Pj+1)
^(n))2 − ((Pj )^(n))2) = 1:
Moreover,Z
Ω
(F;ΨPj;)L2(Ω)ΨPj;()d!()
=
Z
Ω
(F;Pj+1;)L2(Ω)
P
j+1;()d!()
−
Z
Ω
(F;Pj;)L2(Ω)Pj;()d!():
In other words, the jth partial reconstruction of F (i.e., the
left hand side of (4.4)) may be expressed as dierence of
two smoothings of F (i.e., the right hand side of (4.4)) at
two consecutive scales j + 1 and j. Once more, the most
important property of the P-scale discretized wavelet trans-
form is (4.3). This formula is close to the idea of the dif-
ference of two smoothings known in vision theory (cf.,
e.g., [34]).
From already known arguments of the theory of singular
integrals about the kernel fPJg we obtain
Corollary 4.5. Let fΨPj g; j 2 Z, be a spherical P-scale
discretized wavelet of order m. Then, with ((WT)PΨ(F)) =
ΨPj;  F;F 2 (Ω),
lim
J!1
∥∥∥∥∥F− J−1X
j=−1
Z
Ω
((WT)PΨ(F))(j; )Ψ
P
j;()d!()
∥∥∥∥∥
(Ω)
= 0
holds for all functions F 2 (Ω) with F^(n; j) = 0; n =
0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1. In particular,
lim
J!1
sup
2Ω
F() − J−1X
j=−1
Z
Ω
((WT)PΨ(F))(j; )Ψ
P
j;()d!()
 = 0
holds for all F 2 C(Ω) with F^(n; j) = 0; n = 0; : : : ; m; j =
1; : : : ; 2n+ 1.
Again we discuss the usual examples known from singu-
lar integral theory.
Abel–Poisson P-scale Discretized Wavelet of Order m.
Remembering the AbelPoisson kernel we have
PJ (t) =
mX
n=0
2n+ 1
4
Pn(t) +
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
e−JnPn(t);
so that we obtain the P-scale discretized wavelet fΨPj g by
(ΨPj )^(n) =
8<: (e
−2nj+1 − e−2nj )1=2; n > m
0; else:
Gauß–WeierstraßP-scale Discretized Wavelet of Order m.
For the GauÞWeierstraÞkernel
PJ (t) =
mX
n=0
2n+ 1
4
Pn(t)
+
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
e−n(n+1)JPn(t); t 2 [−1;+1];
we get the P-scale discretized wavelet fΨPj g by
(ΨPj )^(n) =
8<: (e
−2n(n+1)j+1 − e−2n(n+1)j )1=2; n > m
0; else:
4.1.2. M-Scale Discretized Wavelet. We now come
to another type of scale discretized wavelets, called
M(odified)-scale discretized wavelets (also called M-
wavelet packets). The idea of establishing an M-scale dis-
cretized wavelet is based on the observation that the dif-
ference and sum of two consecutive members of a scale-
discrete scaling function
ΨMj = 
P
j+1 − Pj ; j 2 Z;
ΨMj = 
P
j+1 + 
P
j ; j 2 Z;
satisfy the property
1X
j=−1
(ΨMj )^(n)( ΨMj )^(n) = 1 (4.4)
for n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : :. Furthermore, we haveZ
Ω
(F;ΨMj;)L2(Ω) ΨMj;()d!()
=
Z
Ω
(F;ΨPj;)L2(Ω)ΨPj;()d!()
for all F 2 L2(Ω) with F^(n; j) = 0; n = 0; : : : ; m; j =
1; : : : ; 2n+ 1. Thus it makes sense to introduce
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Definition 4.6. Let fPJg; J 2 Z, be a scaling function
corresponding to a spherical P-scale discretized wavelet
fPj g; j 2 Z, of order m. Then the spherical M-scale dis-
cretized wavelet fΨMj g of order m and the corresponding
dual M-scale discretized wavelet f ΨMj g, respectively, is de-
ned by
(ΨMj )^(n) = (Pj+1)^(n) − (Pj )^(n)
and
( ΨMj )^(n) = (Pj+1)^(n) + (
P
j )^(n):
The M-scale discretized wavelet transform is given by
((WT)MΨ (F))(j; ) = (Ψ
M
j;; F)L2(Ω); F 2 L2(Ω):
From equation (4.4) we get
Theorem 4.7 Let fΨMj g and f ΨMj g be an M-scale
discretized wavelet and corresponding dual M-scale dis-
cretized wavelet, respectively. Then
F =
1X
j=−1
Z
Ω
((WT)MΨ (F))(j; ) Ψ
M
j;()d!()
holds (in the sense of k  kL2(Ω)) for all F 2 L2(Ω) with
F^(n; j) = 0; n = 0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1.
In accordance with the construction of fΨMj g and f ΨMj g
we nd for the scaling function fPJg the property
(PJ )^(n) =
0@ J−1X
j=−1
(ΨMj )^(n)( ΨMj )^(n)
1A1=2
for n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : :. This implies
Corollary 4.8. Let fΨMj g and f ΨMj g be an M-scale
discretized wavelet and corresponding dual M-scale dis-
cretized wavelet, respectively. Then
F =
Z
Ω
(F;PJ;)L2(Ω)PJ;()d!)()
+
1X
j=J
Z
Ω
((WT)MΨ (F))(j; ) Ψ
M
j;()d!()
holds for all F 2 L2(Ω).
From known arguments of the theory of singular integrals
we get
Corollary 4.9. Under the assumptions of Corollary 4.8
lim
J!1
∥∥∥∥∥F− J−1X
j=−1
Z
Ω
((WT)MΨ (F))(j; ) Ψ
M
j;()d!()
∥∥∥∥∥
(Ω)
= 0
holds for all F 2 (Ω) with vanishing moments F^(n; j); n =
0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1.
Again we consider the standard examples available from
singular integral theory.
Abel–Poisson M-Scale Discretized Wavelet of Order m.
ΨMj;() =
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
(e−nj+1 − e−nj )Pn(  );
ΨMj;() = 2
mX
n=0
2n+ 1
4
Pn(  )
+
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
(e−nj+1 + e−nj )Pn(  ):
Gauß–Weierstraß M-Scale Discretized Wavelet of Order
m.
ΨMj;() =
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
(e−n(n+1)j+1 − e−n(n+1)j )Pn(  );
ΨMj;() = 2
mX
n=0
2n+ 1
4
Pn(  )
+
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
(e−n(n+1)j+1 + e−n(n+1)j )Pn(  ):
Freeden and Windheuser [25] also discuss some construc-
tions (called S-scale discretized wavelets) which form the
bridge between P-scale discretized wavelets and D-scale
discretized wavelets (cf. Section 4.2). These considerations
will be omitted here.
4.1.3. Multiresolution Analysis by Means of P-Scale Dis-
cretized Wavelets. All scale discretized wavelets presented
in Section 4.1 share the fact that ecient algorithms for re-
construction and decomposition can be given by using the
notion of multiresolution analysis. This will be explained
now in more detail. Again we restrict our attention to the
L2(Ω)-space. Analogous to arguments in continuous the-
ory we base our multiresolution approach on convolution
operators.
Definition 4.10. For F 2 L2(Ω) denote by RPj ; PPj , the
convolution operators given by
RPj (F) = Ψ
P
j  ΨPj  F = ΨMj  ΨMj  F;
PPJ (F) = 
P
J  PJ  F;
or equivalently
(FT)(RPj (F))(n; k) = F^(n; k)((ΨPj )^(n))2
= F^(n; k)(ΨMj )^(n)( ΨMj )^(n);
(FT)(PPJ (F))(n; k) = F^(n; k)((PJ )^(n))2:
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The scale spaces VPJ and the detail spaces W
P
j are
dened by
VPJ = P
P
J (L2(Ω));
WPj = R
P
j (L2(Ω));
respectively. The collection fVPJg, of all spaces VPJ ; J 2 Z, is
called spherical P-multiresolution analysis (briefly: P-MRA)
of L2(Ω).
According to our denition the scale spaces VPJ are the
images of L2(Ω) by PPJ . Loosely spoken, VPJ contains all J-
scale smooth functions of L2(Ω). The notion detail space
means that WPj contains the detail information needed to
go from an approximation at resolution j to an approxima-
tion at resolution j+1. To be specic, WPJ denotes the space
complementary VPJ in V
P
J+1:
VPJ+1 = V
P
J +W
P
J = V
P
J0 +
J−1X
j=J0
WPj =
J−1X
j=−1
WPj :
This indicates that the denition of detail spaces is indepen-
dent of the choice of P-scale discretized wavelet or M-scale
discretized wavelet.
In analogy to the continuous case we obtain
 Harm0;:::;m  VPJ  VPJ0  L2(Ω);−1 < J à J0 < 1
 flimJ!−1(PJ )(2)  FjF 2 L2(Ω)g = Harm0;:::;m
 fF 2 L2(Ω)jF 2 VPJ for some J 2 Zg
kkL2(Ω)
= L2(Ω).
Moreover,
F 2 VPJ , F(t) 2 VPJ ; J 2 Z;
for all orthogonal transformations t.
Furthermore, we have
L2(Ω) = VPJ0 +
1X
j=J0
WPj =
1X
j=−1
WPj :
We note that a multiresolution analysis allows us to de-
compose L2(Ω) by a nested sequence of subspaces which,
in turn, illustrates how to approximate a given function
F 2 L2(Ω) by an approximation in each of the spaces VPJ .
Explicitly written out in terms of the functions
HPj = ((WT)
P
ΨF))(j; ); FPJ = (F;PJ )L2(Ω);
HMj = ((WT)
M
ΨF))(j; ); FMJ = (F;PJ )L2(Ω);
HPj = ( H
P
j ;Ψ
P
j )L2(Ω); FPJ = ( FPJ ;PJ )L2(Ω);
HMj = ( H
M
j ; Ψ
M
j )L2(Ω); FMJ = ( FMJ ;PJ )L2(Ω);
with j; J 2 Z and F 2 L2(Ω) we have FAJ 2 VPJ ; A 2
fP;Mg, and HAj 2 WPj ; A 2 fP;Mg. A function F 2 L2(Ω)
satisfying F^(n; j) = 0; n = 0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n + 1 can
be approximated now in twofold sense
F = lim
J!1
FAJ ; A 2 fP;Mg
resp.
F = lim
J!1
J−1X
j=−1
HAj ; A 2 fP;Mg:
The gures below show the decomposition and reconstruc-
tion scheme.
(i) decomposition scheme
F J
1
HA
J 21HA
HA
0H
A
0F
A,
...
÷
÷
÷
÷
÷
(ii) reconstruction scheme
0HA
HA
0HA
0FA 10FA 1FA
1HA 1HA
1
J21FA
J21
JFA.
J21HA
11. . .
÷
÷
÷
÷
Unfortunately the decomposition formulae do not carry
over information from level to level. During the decompo-
sition process we always have to go back to the original
function. This diculty, however, can be overcome by us-
ing singular integral operators forming a semigroup of con-
traction operators of class (C0) on L2(Ω) (like AbelPoisson
singular integral operators and GauÞWeierstraÞsingular in-
tegral operators). We shall explain below this idea in more
detail.
Definition 4.11. A scaling function fPJg is called re-
producing scaling function (briefly: R-scaling function), if
PJ  PJ = PJ−1
for all J 2 Z.
Again we consider the two standard examples but now
for the dyadic scale sequence, namely fjg; j = 2−j; j =
0; 1; : : : ;  > 0.
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Abel–Poisson R-Scaling Function. For all J 2 Z and
(; ) 2 Ω2 we nd
mX
n=0
2n+ 1
4
Pn(  ) +
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
e−n2JPn(  )
=
mX
n=0
2n+ 1
4
Pn(  )
+
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
e−nJ−1Pn(  ): (4.5)
Gauß–WeierstraßR-Scaling Function. For all J 2 Z and
(; ) 2 Ω2 we get the same arguments as above
mX
n=0
2n+ 1
4
Pn(  ) +
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
e−n(n+1)2JPn(  )
=
mX
n=0
2n+ 1
4
Pn(  )
+
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
e−n(n+1)J−1Pn(  ): (4.6)
In the following we investigate the scale discretized
wavelets associated to R-scaling functions. First we notice
that
(ΨPj−1)^(n) = (((j)^(n))2 − ((j−1)^(n))2)1=2
= ((j)^(n) − (j−1)^(n))1=2
 ((j)^(n) + (j−1)^(n))1=2
= (((j+1)^(n))2 − ((j)^(n))2)1=2
 (((j+1)^(n))2 + ((j)^(n))2)1=2: (4.7)
In connection with
( ΨPj )^(n) = (((j+1)^(n))2 + ((j)^(n))2)1=2
this shows us that
(ΨPj−1)^(n) = (Ψ
P
j )^(n)( ΨPj )^(n):
But this means in the notion of convolutions that
ΨPj−1 = Ψ
P
j  ΨPj (4.8)
is valid for the associated function ΨPj 2 L2[−1;+1].
In contrast to (4.8) the M-scale discretized wavelets sat-
isfy the equation
ΨMj  ΨMj = (j+1 − j)  (j+1 + j)
= (2)j+1 − (2)j = ΨMj−1: (4.9)
This leads us to
Corollary 4.12. Let fRJg be an R-scaling function.
Then
ΨPj−1 = Ψ
P
j  ΨPj
with
( ΨPj )^(n) = (((j+1)^(n))2 + ((j)^(n))2)1=2;
for n = 0; 1; : : : ; while
ΨMj−1 = Ψ
M
j  ΨMj :
At this point, a simplication can be achieved by using
the following classication:
Definition 4.13. Suppose that fPJg is a R-scaling func-
tion. Then the associated scale discretized wavelet fΨPj g
is called R-scale discretized wavelet, while the M-scale
discretized wavelet fΨMj g, is called RM-scale discretized
wavelet. Correspondingly, the dual M-scale discretized
wavelet f ΨMj g, is called dual RA-scale discretized wavelet.
Finally, the A-multiresolution analysis A 2 fP;Mg, is de-
noted by RA-multiresolution analysis (RA-MRA).
In RA-multiresolution analysis we have F 2 WAj if and
only if RAj (F) 2 WAj−1 and F 2 VAj if and only if PAj (F) 2
VAj−1.
In comparison with the aforementioned decomposition
algorithms we obtain the following modications
HPj = ( H
P
j+1; Ψ
P
j+1)L2(Ω); F
P
J = ( F
P
J+1;
P
J+1)L2(Ω);
HMj = ( H
M
j+1; Ψ
M
j+1)L2(Ω); F
M
J = ( F
M
J+1;
P
J+1)L2(Ω):
The following illustration shows the modied decomposi-
tion scheme:
F HA JHA 0HA21
0FA
1HAJ . . .÷
÷
÷ ÷ ÷
.
Moreover, RA-scale discretized wavelets, A = M, permit
us to develop a modied concept which is illustrated below:
F FA FA
'
J21J
. . .
HAJ21
FA .
'
1 FA0
HA1
'
HA0
÷
÷ ÷
÷ ÷
÷ ÷
Obviously, decomposition and reconstruction are realized
in feasible manner by optically inverse schemata.
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FIG. 4.1. AbelPoisson multiresolution analysis.
Finally our object is to give physical interpretations of the
AbelPoisson and GauÞWeierstraÞwavelets in the context
of multiresolution analysis.
Abel–Poisson Multiresolution Analysis. Taking as scal-
ing function the AbelPoisson kernel may be understood as
determination of the harmonic continuation of F 2 L2(Ω)
to the inner space Ωint. To be specic, choosing PJ = Ae−2−J
we are led to the following conclusions: on the one hand
side FJ = PJ(F) 2 VAJ ; A 2 fP;Mg, on the other hand
FJ = Ae−2−J (F) is an innitely dierentiable function on
the sphere ΩJ with radius rJ = e−2
−J
around the origin,
that is F 2 C1(ΩJ). In other words, there is a canonical
relationship between scale spaces VAJ and spheres ΩJ. Mul-
tiresolution L2(Ω) = [1J=−1VAJ means blowing up the
spheres ΩJ to the unit sphere Ω. A graphical illustration of
this fact is found in the Fig. 4.1.
Gauß–WeierstraßMultiresolution Analysis. The physi-
cal interpretation of the GauÞWeierstraÞkernel in the con-
text of diusion equation is well-known. Following this ap-
proach FJ = PJF 2 VAJ with PJ = G2−J may be understood
as temperature distribution at time tJ = 2−J. F 2 L2(Ω) is
the initial temperature distribution, i.e., the situation at time
t = 0. Each space VAJ corresponds to Jth time scale. The
subspaces WJ correspond to gone time intervals [tJ+1; tJ].
See also Fig. 4.2.
4.2. D-Scale Discretized Wavelet Transform
In Section 4.1 the discretization of the scale integral
(cf. Theorem 4.3) is based on the division of the scale in-
terval into subsequent subintervals. The integral is replaced
by a sum of subintegrals, discretization is obtained by a
transition from wavelets to P-scale discretized wavelets. We
now continue our discussion with Daubechies’ idea of dis-
cretization of the continuous formula (cf. [13, 14]). This
approach follows the concept to discretize the integral over
the continuous scale interval (0;1) by forming a sum over
a discrete scale sequence fjg; j 2 Z. In doing so a sta-
bility condition is needed to assure reconstruction of the
transformed function.
We begin our considerations with
Definition 4.14. Suppose that fjg; j 2 Z, is a scale
sequence satisfying
lim
j!−1
j = 1 and lim
j!1
j = 0:
Let fΨg be a spherical wavelet of order m with correspond-
ing scale discretized scale function fPj g;Pj = j ; j 2 Z.
The family fΨDj g;ΨDj = Ψj ; j 2 Z, is called spherical
D(aubechies)-scale discretized wavelet (briefly called: D-
wavelet) of order m if for n = m + 1; m + 2; : : : the D-
stability conditions
A à
1X
j=−1
((ΨDj )^(n))2 à B (4.10)
with the so-called D-stability constants A; B with 0 <
A à B < 1,
1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
PJ−1
j=−1((Ψ
D
j )^(n))2P1
j=−1((Ψ
D
j )^(n))2
< 1 (4.11)
for J 2 Z and
2
Z +1
−1
 1X
n=m+1
2n+ 1
4
PJ−1
j=−1((Ψ
D
j )^(n))2P
j2Z((Ψ
D
j )^(n))2
Pn(t)
dt à T
(4.12)
for J 2 Z and T > 0 independent of J are satised.
As usual, we let ΨDj; = Ψ
D
j ();  2 Ω. Now the D-scale
discretized wavelet transform is dened as follows.
Definition 4.15. Assume that fΨDj g is a spherical D-
scale discretized wavelet of order m. Then the spherical
D-scale discretized wavelet transform
(WT)DΨ : L2(Ω) ! L2(Z  Ω)
is dened by
((WT)DΨ(F))(j; ) = (F;Ψ
D
j;)L2(Ω);  2 Ω:
FIG. 4.2. GauÞWeierstraÞ multiresolution analysis.
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Our purpose is to prove
Theorem 4.16 Let fΨDj g be a D-scale discretized
wavelet. Suppose that F is of class L2(Ω) satisfying
F^(n; j) = 0; n = 0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1. Then the con-
dition
AkFk2L2(Ω) à k(WT)DΨ(F)k2L2(ZΩ) à BkFk2L2(Ω) (4.13)
is equivalent to the stability condition (4.10).
Proof. Inequality (4.13) is readily shown to be equiva-
lent to
A
1X
n=m+1
2n+1X
j=1
(F^(n; j))2
à
1X
n=m+1
2n+1X
j=1
(F^(n; j))2
 1X
k=−1
((ΨDk )
^(n))2
!
à B
1X
n=m+1
2n+1X
j=1
(F^(n; j))2: (4.14)
Assuming that (4.10) is valid we obtain (4.14) which implies
(4.13). Substituting F = Yn;j for n = m + 1; m + 2; : : : ; j =
1; : : : ; 2n+ 1 in (4.14) we get the stability condition (4.10).
This is the required result.
(WT)DΨ is a linear, (from below and above) bounded, in-
vertible operator. In order to know more about the repre-
sentation of this operator we formulate
Definition 4.17. Let fΨDj g be a spherical D-scale dis-
cretized wavelet of order m. Then the dual spherical D-scale
discretized wavelet f ΨDj g; j 2 Z, is dened by
( ΨDj )^(n) =
(ΨDj )^(n)P1
k=−1((Ψ
D
k )^(n))2
; j 2 Z:
Observing the fact that for n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : :
1X
j=−1
(( ΨDj )^(n))2 =
0@ 1X
j=−1
((ΨDj )^(n))2
1A−1
we nd
1
B
à
1X
j=−1
(( ΨDj )^(n))2 à
1
A
with A; B being the same constants as above. Moreover,PJ−1
j=−1(( Ψ
D
j )^(n))2P1
j=−1(( Ψ
D
j )^(n))2
=
PJ−1
j=−1((Ψ
D
j )^(n))2P1
j=−1((Ψ
D
j )^(n))2
;
hence, fΨDj g satises the stability conditions (4.10)(4.12).
Remark. To a dual D-scale discretized wavelet there
generally corresponds no wavelet having continuous scale.
An exception is the case A = B, when ( ΨDj )^(n) =
1
A (Ψ
D
j )^(n).
The construction of dual D-scale discretized wavelets en-
ables us to verify
Theorem 4.18 Let fΨDj g be a D-scale discretized
wavelet of order m with corresponding dual D-scale dis-
cretized wavelet f ΨDj g. Then
F =
1X
j=−1
Z
Ω
((WT)DΨ(F))(j; ) Ψ
D
j;()d!()
holds for all F 2 L2(Ω) with F^(n; j) = 0; n = 0; : : : ; m; j =
1; : : : ; 2n+ 1 (in k  kL2(Ω)-sense).
Proof. From Denition 4.17 we deduce that
1X
j=−1
(ΨDj )^(n)( ΨDj )^(n) = 1:
Because of (4.11) we get for n = m + 1; m + 2; : : : in con-
nection with
(DJ )^(n) =
0@ J−1X
j=−1
(ΨDj )^(n)( ΨDj )^(n)
1A1=2
=
0@PJ−1j=−1((ΨDj )^(n))2P+1
j=−1((Ψ
D
j )^(n))2
1A1=2
the inequality
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
((DJ )^(n))2 < 1:
Furthermore it follows from (4.10)
lim
J!1
(DJ )^(n) = 1
for all n = m + 1; m + 2; : : :. In connection with (4.12) this
is the desired result.
Of course, fDJ g as stated above allows the interpretation
as scaling function.
Definition 4.19. Let fΨDj g be a spherical D-scale dis-
cretized wavelet of order m with corresponding dual D-
scale discretized wavelet. Then the D-scaling funtion fΨDJ g
is given by
(DJ )^(n) =
8<:
PJ−1
j=−1(Ψ
D
j )^(n)( ΨDj )^(n)
1=2
; n > m
1; else:
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It is not hard to verify that
J−1X
j=−1
Z
Ω
((WT)DΨ(F))(j; ) Ψ
D
j;()d!()
=
Z
Ω
(F;DJ;)L2(Ω)DJ;()d!()
holds for all F 2 L2(Ω) with F^(n; j) = 0 for n =
0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n + 1, where, as always, DJ;() =
DJ (  );  2 Ω. This leads us to
Corollary 4.20. Let fΨDj g be a spherical D-scale
discretized wavelet with associated D-scaling function
fDJ g; J 2 Z. Then
F = lim
J!1
Z
Ω
(F;DJ;)L2(Ω)DJ;()d!()
holds for all F 2 L2(Ω) with F^(n; j) = 0 for n =
0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1 (in k  kL2(Ω)-sense).
It is not surprising that the approximation can be also
established in the framework of ((Ω);k  k(Ω)).
Corollary 4.21. Let fΨDj g be a D-scale discretized
wavelet of order m with corresponding dual D-scale dis-
cretized wavelet f ΨDj g; j 2 Z. Then, for F 2 (Ω) with
F^(n; j) = 0 for n = 0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n + 1 (note that
(WT)DΨ(F)(j; ) = Ψ
D
j;  F),
lim
J!1
kF−
J−1X
j=−1
Z
Ω
((WT)DΨ(F))(j; ) Ψ
D
j;()d!()k(Ω) = 0:
In particular, uniform convergence holds for F 2 C(Ω) with
F^(n; j) = 0 for n = 0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1.
Remark. Without going into details (cf. [49]) we men-
tion that the AbelPoisson wavelet as well as the GauÞ
WeierstraÞwavelet satisfy the D-stability condition (4.10)
(with j = 2−j; j 2 Z). Condition (4.11) follows from
elementary calculations. Moreover, A  B, hence, ΨDj 
1
AΨ
D
j ; j 2 Z.
We end this section with some information about mul-
tiresolution analysis caused by the D-scale discretized
wavelet transform.
Definition 4.22. Let fΨDj g and f ΨDj g, j 2 Z, be a spher-
ical D-scale discretized wavelet of order m and correspond-
ing dual D-scale discretized wavelet, respectively. The con-
volution operators RDj and P
D
J , respectively, are given by
RDj (F) = Ψ
D
j  ΨDj  F;
PDJ (F) = 
D
J  DJ  F:
The scale spaces VDJ and the detail spaces W
D
j , respec-
tively, are dened by
VDJ = P
D
J (L2)(Ω));
WDj = R
D
j (L2(Ω)):
The collection fVDJ g of all spaces VDJ ; J 2 Z, is called spher-
ical D-multiresolution analysis (briefly: D-MRA) of L2(Ω).
We remark that
VDJ+1 = V
D
J +W
D
J :
Furthermore,
 Harm0;:::;m  VDJ  VDJ0  L2(Ω);−1 < J à J0
< 1,
 flimJ!−1(DJ )(2)  FjF 2 L2(Ω)g = Harm0;:::;m,
 fF 2 L2(Ω)jF 2 VDJ for some J 2 Zg
kkL2(Ω)
= L2(Ω).
It is clear that
F 2 VDJ , F(t) 2 VDJ
for all orthogonal transformations t and J 2 Z.
Letting
HDj = ((WT)
D
Ψ(F))(j; );
FDJ = (F;
D
J )L2(Ω);
and
HDj = ( H
D
j ; Ψ
D
j )L2(Ω);
FDJ = ( F
D
J ;
D
J )L2(Ω); (4.15)
for j; J 2 Z and F 2 L2(Ω) with F^(n; j) = 0 for n =
0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+1 we have FDJ 2 VDJ and HDj 2 WDj .
Every function F in L2(Ω) can be approximated as closely
as is desired (in kkL2(Ω)-sense) by FDJ and HDj , respectively.
That is,
F = lim
J!1
FDJ = lim
J!1
J−1X
j=−1
HDj :
Decomposition and reconstruction scheme are of the same
type as discussed in the previous section. Again it turns
out that decomposition becomes particularly ecient if the
reproducing property comes into play.
Definition 4.23. Let fjg by the dyadic sequence, i.e.,
j = 2−j; j 2 Z;  > 0. Let fΨDj g be a D-scale dis-
cretized wavelet of order m associated to the wavelet
fΨg;  2 (0;1) and the corresponding scaling function
fRg, R 2 (0;1). Then fΨDj g; j 2 Z, is called RD-wavelet
if the scaling function satises
R  R = 2R (4.16)
for all R 2 (0;1).
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Keeping the convolution (4.16) in mind we obtain for
n = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : :
Ψ^2(n)
Ψ^ (n)
=
0@ dd (^2(n))2
d
d (^ (n))
2
1A1=2
=
0@2^2(n) dd^2(n)
d
d
^
2(n)
1A1=2
= (2^2(n))1=2 =
p
2^ (n):
But this gives us
Ψ2 =
p
2(Ψ  )
for all  2 (0;1). With Pj = j we have
ΨDj−1 =
p
2(ΨDj  j ) =
p
2(ΨDj  Pj ):
This results in the following modication of formula (4.15)
HDj =
p
2( HDj+1;
P
j+1)L2(Ω):
The gures below show the decomposition and recon-
struction scheme.
(i) decomposition scheme
F HD JHD 0HD21
0FD,
1HDJ . . .÷ ÷ ÷ ÷
÷
(ii) reconstruction scheme
0HD 0HD
0FD 10FD 1FD
1HD 1HD
1
÷
÷
÷
HD
J21FD
J21
JFD.
J21HD
11. . .
÷
4.3. Least Squares Property
As in the continuous case we can make use of a projection
property in the scale discrete case for A 2 fP;Dg. We know
that
(WT)AΨ : L2(Ω) ! L2(Z  Ω);
where
L2(ZΩ) = fH : ZΩ ! Rj
X
j2Z
Z
Ω
jH(j; )j2d!() < 1g
and
WA = (WT)AΨ(L2(Ω))

≠ L2(Z  Ω):
Once more we can dene the projection operator PA :
L2(Z  Ω) ! WA by
(PAH)(j0; 0) =
X
j2Z
Z
Ω
KA(j0; 0jj; )H(j; )d!();
where
KA(j0; 0jj; ) =
Z
Ω
ΨAj0;0 () Ψ
A
j;()d!():
Then we obtain similarly to results of Section 3 that PA is a
projection operator. In other words, we have the following
characterization of WA for A 2 fP;Dg: H 2 WA if and
only if
H(j0; 0) =
X
j2Z
Z
Ω
KA(j0; 0jj; )H(j; )d!():
In the same way as indicated above we nd the following
results.
Theorem 4.24 Let H(j; ) be an arbitrary element of
L2(ZΩ). Then the unique function FH 2 L2(Ω) satisfying
the property
kH− FAHkL2(ZΩ) = inf
F2L2(Ω)
kH− FAkL2(ZΩ)
is given by
FH() =
X
j2Z
Z
Ω
H(j; ) ΨAj;()d!():
Theorem 4.25 For arbitrary F 2 L2(Ω) the coefficient
function FA = (WT)AΨ(F) 2 WA is the unique element in
L2(Z  Ω) satisfying the minimum norm property
k FAkL2(ZΩ) = inf
H2L2(ZΩ)
((WT)AΨ)
−1(H)=F
kHkL2(ZΩ):
5. FULLY DISCRETIZED WAVELET TRANSFORM
In the last sections we have outlined several ways of
scale discretization thereby preserving the rotational sym-
metry. But until now our wavelet transforms are continuous
in space. For a numerical realization, however, space dis-
cretization is necessary. Unfortunately this problem cannot
be solved by similar techniques as known for the real line R.
The reason is that there is no canonical (dyadic) hierarchi-
cal subdivision of the sphere Ω. Instead we are confronted
with the question to nd good candidates of hierarchical
(equi)distributed pointsets on the sphere and to study their
role in approximate integration.
In this section we rst deal with some aspects of numer-
ical integration over the sphere. In particular we are inter-
ested in low discrepancy methods. We list some important
examples of equidistributed sequences. Then we apply our
integration methods to derive space discretization of scale
discretized wavelet transforms. Next we discuss exact space
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discrete wavelet transform by use of band-limited spherical
wavelets of order m. Essential tool is a spherical counterpart
of Shannon’s sampling theorem. We conclude this chapter
with a discrete procedure to calculate discrete wavelet co-
ecients from discretely given data of a function out of
Harm0;:::;m and to reconstruct these data from the wavelet
coecients.
5.1. Low Discrepancy Method
The idea of the low discrepancy method is simple: ap-
proximate the integral of a function F : Ω ! R by a mean
of functional values at prescribed points. This is a reason-
able approach if the data set is somehow equidistributed
over the sphere and if the function shows good behavior.
These statements can be made rigourous by the concept
of equidistribution and the notion of discrepancy. Starting
point of the theory of equidistributed pointsets is the work
of Weyl [47]. Recent results for Euclidean spaces Rn can
be found in [31] and [37]. An extension of the Koksma
Hlawka formula to the spherical context has been proved
by [18]. More detailed work about equidistribution on the
sphere is due to [28] and [23].
Assume that a system XN = fN1 ; : : : ; NNg of points
Nk 2 Ω; k = 1; : : : ; N, is associated with a partition ΩXN =
fΩN1 ; : : : ;ΩNNg of the unit sphere Ω into N mutually distinct
parts ΩNk ; 
N
k 2 ΩNk , satisfying
0 < kΩNk k =
Z
ΩN
k
d! = 4aNk ; k = 1; : : : ; N; (5.1)
and
NX
k=1
aNk = 1: (5.2)
Hence it makes sense to consider the number
max
k=1;:::;N
sup
2ΩN
k
j− Nk j:
Consequently, we are able to dene the partition size of the
system XN by setting
(XN) = inf max
k=1;:::;N
sup
2ΩN
k
j− Nk j;
where the inmum is taken over all partitions ΩXN of Ω
satisfying (5.1) and (5.2). It follows that aNk ! 0 for N ! 1
(k xed) if (XN) ! 0.
Let XN = fN1 ; : : : ; NNg be a system on Ω. Then it follows
that for every partition ΩXN = fΩN1 ; : : : ;ΩNNg of the above
type
1
4
Z
Ω
F()d!() =
1
4
NX
k=1
Z
ΩN
k
F()d!()
=
NX
k=1
aNk F(
N
k )
+
1
4
NX
k=1
Z
ΩN
k
(F() − F(Nk ))d!():
Thus we get
Lemma 5.1. Let XN = fN1 ; : : : ; NNg be a system of points
on Ω and let F be Lipschitz-continuous on Ω with Lipschitz-
constant CF. Then 14
Z
Ω
F()d!() −
NX
k=1
aNk F(
N
k )
 à CF(XN):
In other words, the integral mean
(F) =
1
4
Z
Ω
F()d!()
may be replaced by the approximate sum
XN (F) =
NX
k=1
aNk F(
N
k ) (5.3)
provided that the partition size of XN is suciently small.
In particular, if aNk = 1=N for k = 1; : : : ; N; XN (F) is the
arithmetical mean of the functional values of F at the points
Nk ; k = 1; : : : ; N. But we are also able to discuss more gen-
eral approximate sums (5.3), for example, Toeplitz-means,
i.e., aNk ; k = 1; : : : ; N, is assumed to be a row of a Toeplitz-
triangular matrix:0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
a11
a21 a
2
2
a31 a
3
2 a
3
3
...
...
...
aN1 a
N
2 a
N
3    aNN
...
...
...
...
. . .
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA
satisfying
aNk ! 0 for N ! 1(k xed)
aNk > 0 for all N; 1 à k à N
and
NX
k=1
aNk = 1:
Examples are arithmetical means, binomial means, Ce-
saro means, etc (see e.g., [22]).
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Next we consider the linear space A consisting of all
sequences fAn;jg of real numbers An;j; n = 0; 1; : : : ; j =
1; : : : ; 2n+ 1:
A = ffAn;jgjAn;j 2 R; n = 0; 1; : : : ; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1g:
For simplicity, fAng 2 A is understood to be equivalent to
fAn;jg 2 A with An;j = An for j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1.
Let fAng 2 A be a sequence with An ≠ 0 for all n. Con-
sider the set E = E(fAng; Ω) of all innitely dierentiable
functions F on Ω satisfying
1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
jAnj2j(F;Yn;j)2L2(Ω) < 1:
From the CauchySchwarz inequality it follows that0@ 1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
jAnj2(F;Yn;j)L2(Ω)(G;Yn;j)L2(Ω)
1A2
à
0@ 1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
jAnj2(F;Yn;j)2L2(Ω)
1A

0@ 1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
jAnj2(G;Yn;j)2L2(Ω)
1A (5.4)
for all F;G 2 E, hence, the left hand side of (5.4) is nite
whenever each member of the right hand side is nite. We
can therefore dene an inner product (; )H(fAng;Ω) on the
space E(fAng; Ω) by
(F;G)H(fAng;Ω) =
1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
jAnj2(F;Yn;j)L2(Ω)(G;Yn;j)L2(Ω):
The associated norm is given by
kFkH(fAng;Ω) = ((F;F)H(fAng)Ω)1=2 : (5.5)
Definition 5.2 The Sobolev space H(fAng; Ω) is the
completion of E(fAng; Ω) under the norm (5.5):
H(fAng; Ω)
=
8<:F 2 Ej 1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
A2n(F;Yn;j)
2
L2(Ω) < 1
9=;
kkH(fAng);Ω)
H(fAng; Ω) equipped with the inner product correspond-
ing to the norm (5.5) is a Hilbert space. It also follows from
the CauchySchwarz inequality (5.4) that (F;G)H(f1g;Ω) ex-
ists if F 2 H(fAng; Ω) and G 2 H(fA−1n g; Ω). In addition,
j(F;G)H(f1g;Ω)j à kFkH(fAng;Ω)kGkH(fA−1n g;Ω):
Hence, (; )H(f1g;Ω) denes a duality between H(fAng; Ω) and
H(fA−1n g; Ω).
Remark. H(fAng; Ω) may be identied with a subspace
of A by associating with each F 2 H(fAng; Ω) its sequence
fF^(n; j)g; F^(n; j) = (F;Yn;j)L2(Ω).
As it is well-known, Yn;j = −n(n + 1)Yn;j for n =
0; 1; : : : ; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1. Therefore we formally have 
− + 1
4
s=2
F
!^
(n; j) =

n+
1
2
s
F^(n; j):
For brevity we let
Hs(Ω) = H

n+
1
2
s
; Ω

for each s 2 R. Hence, the norm in Hs(Ω) reads as follows
kFkHs(Ω) = kFkH(f(n+1=2)sg;Ω) =
∥∥∥∥∥

− + 1
4
1=2
F
∥∥∥∥∥L2(Ω) :
In particular, H0(Ω) = L2(Ω), and we dene the norm
k  kH0(Ω) to be, simply, the L2-norm. Moreover, accord-
ing to our construction, C(1)(Ω) is a dense subspace of
Hs(Ω) for each s. If t < s, then kFkHt(Ω) à kFkHs(Ω), and
Hs(Ω)  Ht(Ω). Thus the union of the Hs-spaces over all
integers s is a subspace of A. The operator (− + 1=4)t=2
is a bounded operator from Hs+t(Ω) to Hs(Ω) for each s,
indeed, ∥∥∥∥∥

− + 1
4
t=2
F
∥∥∥∥∥Hs(Ω) = kFkHs+t (Ω)
for all F 2 Hs+t(Ω).
Since pseudodierential operators on the sphere do not
belong to the traditional equipment we make now a brief
description of certain parts of them. A more detailed dis-
cussion (from the point of physical geodesy) can be found
in [45]. General references to the mathematical theory are,
e.g., [17, 29].
Definition 5.3. Let f^(n)gn=0;1;::: be a sequence of real
numbers ^(n) satisfying
lim
n!1
j^(n)j
n+ 12
t = const. ≠ 0;
for some t 2 R. Then the operator  : Hs(Ω) ! Hs−t(Ω)
dened by
(F) =
1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
^(n)F^(n; j)Yn;j; F 2 Hs(Ω); (5.6)
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is called pseudodifferential operator (PDO) of order t.
f^(n)g is called spherical symbol of . Moreover, if
lim
n!1
j^(n)j
n+ 12
t = 0
for all t 2 R, then the operator  : Hs ! C(1)(Ω) is
called pseudodifferential operator of order −1 (note that
the equation (5.6) is understood in the Hs−t(Ω)-topology).
The spherical symbol has many appealing properties.
It is easily seen that (0 + 00)^(n) = (0)^(n) +
(00)^(n); (000)^(n) = (0)^(n)(00)^(n) for all n. Obvi-
ously we have
(Yn;j) = ^(n)Yn;j; n = 0; 1; : : : ; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1;
(i.e., all pseudodierential operators  considered here are
invariant operators). Note that for all invertible  on Hs
(i.e., ^(n) ≠ 0 for all n)
kUkH(f^(n)Ang;Ω) = k(U)kH(fAng;Ω); (5.7)
for
U 2 H(f^(n)Ang; Ω):
In this case, H(f^(n)Ang; Ω) = −1H(fAng; Ω). Obviously,
frng; 0 à r < 1(fe−(1=2)n(n+1)hg; h > 0, resp.) dene pseu-
dodierential operators of order −1 (note that the ex-
position of spherical pseudodierential operators as pre-
sented above is conventional in Physical Geodesy; seen
from mathematical point of view only the denition of suit-
able Sobolev spaces is needed for our further considera-
tions).
It is conventional to consider elements of the Sobolev
spaces H(fAng; Ω), An given sequence in A with An ≠ 0
for all n, as formal orthogonal expansions or generalized
functions. A fundamental lemma due to Sobolev says that
under certain circumstances the formal orthogonal expan-
sion actually converges uniformly to a function in ordinary
sense. This lemma will be discussed now in more detail.
We begin by introducing
Definition 5.4. A sequence fAng 2 A is said to be
fBng-summable if the following conditions are satised:
(i) An ≠ 0 for all n Æ 0,
(ii) (fBng; fAng) =
P1
n=0(2n + 1)=4)(B
2
n=A2n) < 1,
fBng 2 A.
Furthermore, fAng 2 A is said to be summable if
(i) An ≠ 0 for all n Æ 0,
(ii) (fAng) =
P1
n=0((2n+ 1)=4)(1=A
2
n) < 1.
Associate with F the series
PP
F^(n; j)Yn;j. It will be of
fundamental importance to know when this series converges
uniformly. This answer is supplied by the Sobolev Lemma
that will be written down now.
Lemma 5.5. Let the sequence fAng be fBng-summable,
Bn ≠ 0 for all n. Then each F 2 H(fB−1n Ang; Ω) corresponds
to a continuous function on Ω.
Proof. For each positive integer N, we have
 NX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
F^(n; j)Yn;j()

2
=
 NX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
BnA
−1
n Yn;j()AnB−1n F^(n; j)

2
à
0@ NX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
B2nA
−2
n (Yn;j())2
1A

0@ NX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
B−2n A2nF^(n; j)2
1A
à (fBng; fAng)kFk2H(fB−1n Ang;Ω): (5.8)
In particular, we mention
Lemma 5.6. If F 2 Hs(Ω), where s > k + 1, then F
corresponds to a function of class C(k)(Ω).
It is well-known that a continuously dierentiable func-
tion is Lipschitz-continuous on Ω. The following lemma
yields an estimate of the Lipschitz constant.
Lemma 5.7. If F 2 Hs(Ω), s > 2, then F is Lipschitz-
continuous. More explicitly,
jF() − F()j à CF(s)j− j;
where
CF(s) =
0B@1
2
1X
n=1
2n+ 1
4
n(n+ 1)
n+ 12
2s
1CA
1=2
kFkHs(Ω):
Proof. The CauchySchwarz inequality gives us in con-
nection with the addition theorem of spherical harmonics
and the estimate
j1 − Pn(t)j à jP0n(t0)jj1 − tj à n(n+ 1)2 j1 − tj; t
0 2 (t; 1);
the inequality
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jF() − F()j2
= j
1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
F^(n; j)(Yn;j() − Yn;j())j2
à 2
0@ 1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1

n+
1
2
2s
F^(n; j)2
1A

 1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4

n+
1
2
−2s
(1 − Pn(  ))
!
à kFk2Hs(Ω)
 
1
2
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
n(n+ 1)
(n+ 1=2)2s
!
j− j2:
This proves Lemma 5.7.
Let F be a member of the Sobolev space Hs(Ω); s > 1.
Then it follows thatF() − NX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
F^(n; j)Yn;j()

à
0@ 1X
n=N+1
2n+1X
j=1
(F^(n; j))2

n+
1
2
2s1A1=2

0@ 1X
n=N+1
2n+1X
j=1
jYn;j()j2

n+
1
2
−2s1A1=2
for each  2 Ω. This enables us to derive an estimate be-
tween F 2 Hs(Ω) and its Nth truncated spherical harmonic
expansion.
Lemma 5.8. For F 2 Hs(Ω); s > 1,
sup
2Ω
jF() −
NX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
F^(n; j)Yn;j()j à C
Ns−1
kFkHs(Ω);
where the constant C depends only on s.
Of great importance for our considerations are Sobolev
spaces equipped with reproducing kernel structure (cf. [20]).
Theorem 5.9 Let fAng be summable. Then the space
H = H(fAng; Ω) ( furtheron we write H instead of
H(fAng; Ω) if no confusion is likely to arise), is a functional
Hilbert subspace of C(Ω). H has the reproducing kernel
KH : Ω  Ω ! R given by
KH(; ) = KH(fAng;Ω)(; )
=
1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
jAnj−2Yn;j()Yn;j(); ;  2 Ω;
i.e.:
(i) for every  2 Ω, the function KH(; ) :  , KH(; )
belongs to H;
(ii) for all F 2 H and any  2 Ω, the reproducing prop-
erty
F() = (F;KH(; ))H
is valid.
The system fA−1n Yn;jgn=0;1;:::;j=1;:::;2n+1, represents a Hilbert-
basis in H.
Finally we mention some generalizations of the integral
formulae developed by Freeden [18, 19].
Theorem 5.10 Let  be a pseudodifferential operator
with summable symbol f^(n)g. Then the integral formula
F() =
1
4
Z
Ω
F()d!()
+
Z
Ω
KH?0 (f^(n)g;Ω))(; )(F())d!()
holds for all  2 Ω and F 2 H(f^(n)g; Ω), where we have
used the abbreviation
KH?0 (f^(n)g;Ω)(; ) =
1X
n=1
(^(n))−2
2n+ 1
4
Pn(  )
for (; ) 2 Ω  Ω.
Proof. From the reproducing property and Parseval’s
identity we are able to deduce that
F() =
1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
(F)^(n; j)(KH(f^(n)g;Ω)(; ); Yn;j)L2(Ω)
=
1
4
Z
Ω
F()d!()
+
1X
n=1
2n+1X
j=1
(F)^(n; j)(KH?0 (f^(n)g;Ω)(; ); Yn;j)L2(Ω)
This proves Theorem 5.10.
As an immediate consequence we obtain
Corollary 5.11. Let  be a pseudodifferential oper-
ator with summable symbol f^(n)g. Assume that XN =
fN1 ; : : : ; NNg is a system of points N1 ; : : : ; NN on Ω. Then
1
4
Z
Ω
F()d!() =
NX
k=1
akF(
N
k )
−
NX
k=1
aNk
Z
Ω
KH?0 (f^(n)g;Ω)(; 
N
k )(F())d!()
holds for all F 2 H(f^(n)g; Ω) and all aN1 ; : : : ; aNN withPN
k=1 a
N
k = 1:
For the convenience of the reader we mention a special-
ization of Corollary 5.11 to equidistributed pointsets (i.e.
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aNk = 1=N; k = 1; : : : ; N) and a pseudodierential opera-
tor such that the corresponding reprokernel is available in
elementary form.
Corollary 5.12. Let  be the pseudodifferential oper-
ator with spherical symbol f^(n)g given by
^(n) =
8<: ((2n+ 1)n(n+ 1))
1=2; n = 1; 2; : : :
1; n = 0:
Then 14
Z
Ω
F()d!() − 1
N
NX
k=1
F(Nk )

à
1
N
0@ 1
4
NX
r=1
NX
k=1
0@1 − 2 ln
0@1 +
s
1 − Nr  Nk
2
1A1A1A1=2
 kFkL2(Ω): (5:9)
Proof. The estimate easily follows from the fact that
the Legendre-transform of t , G(t) = 1 − 2 ln(1 +p
(1 − t)=2); t 2 [−1;+1], is given by (cf., e.g., [32]):
G^(n) = 4((2n+ 1)n(n+ 1))−1; n = 1; 2; : : :.
Using the abbreviation
XN (F) = (F) − XN (F)
we get by virtue of Theorem 5.10 that
XN (F) =
Z
Ω
XNKH?0 (f^(n)g;Ω)(; )(F())d!() (5.10)
provided that F is a member of H(f^(n)g;Ω). From (5.10)
we obtain from the CauchySchwarz inequality
jXN (F)j à
 
NX
k=1
NX
l=1
aNk a
N
l KH?0 (f^(n)g;Ω)(
N
k ; 
N
l )
!1=2

Z
Ω
jF()j2d!()
1=2
:
The expression
D(XN) =
 
NX
k=1
NX
l=1
aNk a
N
l KH?0 (f^(n)g;Ω)(
N
k ; 
N
l )
!1=2
is called discrepancy of XN.
Lemma 5.13. Assume that the function F is of class
H(f^(n); Ωg). Then the following estimate is valid
jXN (F)j à D(XN)V(F);
where V(F) is given by
V(F) =
Z
Ω
jF()j2d!()
1=2
:
Next we consider sequences fXNg of systems XN =
fN1 ; : : : ; NNg. We call fXNg a hierarchical sequence, if
XN  XN+1 for all N. One can always assume that Nk =
N+1k holds for all k = 1; : : : ; N and all positive integers N.
A sequence (resp. hierarchical sequence) fXNg is called
(aNk )-distribution (resp. hierarchical (a
N
k )-distribution), if
1
4
Z
Ω
F()d!() = lim
N!1
NX
k=1
aNk F(
N
k ) (5.11)
holds for all F 2 Hs(Ω); s > 2. When constructing hier-
archical (aNk )-distributions it is clear that the convergence
of (5.11) cannot be as fast as in the nonhierarchical case.
This is the prize to be paid for the additional structure. In
particular, an aNk -distribution with a
N
k = 1=N; k = 1; : : : ; N,
is simply called equidistribution.
An easy consequence is
Lemma 5.14. If (XN) ! 0 as N ! 1, then fXNg is an
(aNk )-distribution.
Moreover, we have
Lemma 5.15. Suppose that fXNg is an (aNk )-distribution.
Then (5.11) holds for all F 2 C(Ω).
Proof. We know already that (5.11) is true for all con-
tinuously dierentiable functions on Ω. Take now a contin-
uous function F on Ω. For  > 0 arbitrary, the closure of
the system of spherical harmonics tells us that there exists
a function P 2 Hs(Ω), s > 2, such that
sup
2Ω
jF() − P()j à :
Therefore it follows via the triangle inequality that 14
Z
Ω
F()d!() −
NX
k=1
aNk F(
N
k )

à
1
4
Z
Ω
jF() − P()jd!() + j 1
4
Z
Ω
P()d!()
−
NX
k=1
aNk P(
N
k )j +
NX
k=1
jaNk jjP(Nk ) − F(Nk )j
à 2+
 14
Z
Ω
P()d!() −
NX
k=1
aNk P(
N
k )
 : (5.12)
For N suciently large we thus obtain jXN (F)j à 3, as
required.
It is not very complicated to extend Lemma 5.15 to all
Riemann-integrable functions.
Next we want to adopt a famous criterion due to Weyl
[47]. We consider the system fXN (Yn;j)g of Weyl-sums
XN (Yn;j); n = 0; 1; : : : ; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1.
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FIG. 5.1. Ensemble of Example 5.18. γ = 20, N = 501.
Theorem 5.16 Let fXNg be a sequence of systems XN =
fN1 ; : : : ; NNg. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) limN!1
PN
k=1 a
N
k Yn;j(
N
k ) = 0 for n = 1; 2; : : : ; j =
1; : : : ; 2n+ 1,
(ii) limN!1
PN
k=1 a
N
k F(
N
k ) =
1
4
R
Ω F()d!() for all F 2
C(Ω).
Proof. Assume that (i) is true. Then we know from The-
orem 5.10 that for all F 2 H(f^(n)g; Ω)
lim
N!1
Z
Ω
NX
k=1
aNk KH?0 (f^(n)g;Ω)(; k)Yn;j()d!() = 0
for all n = 1; 2; : : : ; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1. Hence,
lim
N!1
NX
k=1
aNk KH?0 (f^(n)g;Ω)(; k) = 0:
Then, by virtue of Lemma 5.13, condition (ii) is true for all
F 2 C(Ω). That condition (ii) implies (i) is clear from the
orthogonality of spherical harmonics.
As an immediate consequence we obtain
Corollary 5.17. fXNg is an (aNk )-distribution if and
only if
lim
N!1
D(XN) = 0:
5.2. Pointsets
Finally we list some examples of equidistributed se-
quences (aNk = 1=N for k = 1; : : : ; N) which are of practical
importance. Thereby, any point of the below described en-
sembles is given in terms of polar coordinates (’; #), i.e., in
the standard representation
(sin(#) cos(’); sin(#) sin(’); cos(#))T :
Example 5.18. An ensemble XN(γ) on the unit sphere
dependent on the choice of a control parameter γ 2 N is
given by the points (’ij; #i) as follows:
(i) #0 = 0; ’01 = 0 (North Pole),
(ii) # = =γ,
(iii) #i = i#; 1 à i à γ− 1,
(iv) γi = [2= arccos((cos #− cos2 #i)= sin2 #i)],
(v) ’ij = (j − 1=2)(2=γi); 1 à j à γi,
(vi) #γ = ; ’γ1 = 0 (South Pole).
Figure 5.1. gives a graphical impression of this ensemble.
Lemma 5.19. The number of points N(γ) for a given
γ 2 N can be estimated by
N(γ) à 2 +
4

γ2:
Proof. For 1 à i à γ− 1 we have the estimate
γi
γ
=
1
γ
"
2= arccos
 
cos=γ− cos2 i=γ
sin2 i=γ
!#
à 2 sin
i
γ
:
Hence, remembering the trapezoidal rule of numerical inte-
gration and observing that sint is concave for t 2 (−1; 1)
we get
N(γ) = 2 +
γ−1X
i=1
γi = 2 + γ2
γ−1X
i=1
1
γ
γi
γ
à 2 + 2γ2
γ−1X
i=1
1
γ
sin
i
γ
à 2 + 2γ2
Z 1
0
sintdt = 2 +
4

γ2; (5.13)
as required.
Notice that we get an equidistribution but not a hierar-
chical equidistribution by increasing the parameter
Example 5.20. Again dependent on a parameter γ 2 N,
we dene the ensemble XN(γ) by relations of type
(i) #0 = 0; ’01 = 0 (North poles)
(ii) # = =γ
(iii) #i = i#; 1 à i à γ− 1
(iv) i à γ=2 : γi = 4i; i > γ=2 : γi = 4(γ− i)
(v) ’ij = (j − 1=2) γi ; 1 à j à γi
(vi) #γ = ; ’γ1 = 0 (South Pole).
See Fig. 5.2. for a graphical impression.
FIG. 5.2. Ensemble of Example 5.20. γ = 20, N = 402.
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FIG. 5.3. Ensemble of Example 5.21. N = 400.
The total number N(γ) of points is determined by the
choice of the value γ. We have
N(γ) = 2 + 4

γ+ 1
2

γ
2

:
By doubling the parameter γ one gets a hierarchical equidis-
tribution.
The generation of the following two systems is based
on the theory of uniform distributions in Euclidean spaces
Rn (cf. [31]). More explicitly, the idea is to use a sequence
in a rectangle which is uniformly distributed and then to
transform it via spherical coordinates to the unit sphere Ω.
This approach yields more irregular point distributions
for numerical integration.
Based on the idea of van der Corput [10] we consider for
p 2 f2; 3; : : : ; g the unique expansion of n − 1(n 2 N) of
the form
n− 1 =
sX
j=0
ajp
j; aj 2 f0; : : : ; p − 1g
and dene
p(n) =
sX
j=0
ajp
−j−1:
Clearly, p(n) 2 [0; 1) for all n 2 N. The mapping p is
essentially involved in the next two examples.
Example 5.21. Given N 2 N, we dene the system
XN = (
N
1 ; : : : ; 
N
N) using polar coordinates (’n; #n) by
FIG. 5.4. Ensemble of Example 5.22. N = 400.
(’n; #n) =

2
n− 1
N
; arccos(22(n) − 1)

;
n = 1; : : : ; N: (5.14)
See Fig. 5.3.
It is known for this so-called Hammersley sequence that
for all F 2 C(Ω)
lim
N!1
1
N
NX
n=1
F(’n; tn)
=
1
4
Z 2
0
Z 1
−1
F(’; t)dtd’; (5.15)
where
tn = cos#n
and
F(’; t) = F(t3 +
q
1 − t2(cos’1 + sin’2))
(cf. [37]). Hence, according to the proof of Theorem 5.16,
we have the limit relations
lim
N!1
D(XN) = 0: (5.16)
It is easy to see that we do not get a hierarchical sequence
of systems by increasing N. In order to get a hierarchical
sequence of ensembles we change the last denition slightly
into
Example 5.22. For n = 1; : : : ; N
(’n; #n) = (22(n); arccos(23(n) − 1)); (5.17)
for n = 1; : : : ; N. This CorputHalton sequence also sat-
ises (5.16). Therefore, by the same arguments as before,
equations (5.14) and (5.15) are fulled. It is obvious that a
hierarchical sequence of systems is generated for increasing
values of N. See Fig. 5.4.
Example 5.23. The construction principle of the
equidistribution
f(1=pn)(x1; x2; x3)Tjx21 + x22 + x23 = n; n 2 N; xi 2 Z; g
is well-known in Analytic Number Theory (cf. [33]). The
number of grid points x = (x1; x2; x3)T; xi 2 Z, satisfying
1 à n à m;m 2 N, can be deduced from arguments due
to Arenstorf and Johnson [1]. It is clear that we get a hi-
erarchical equidistribution for increasing m. See Fig. 5.5.
Besides the equidistributions mentioned above there are
many other examples. The interested reader is referred to
the literature.
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Remark. The subdivision eected by grid lines of polar
coordinates
(i) ’n = n(2=γ); 0 à n à 2γ− 1,
(ii) #i = i(=γ); 0 à i à γ.
forms rectangular blocks (with 2γ(γ + 1) nodes). These
blocks do not generate an equidistribution on the sphere
Ω. Nevertheless, the trapezoidal rule
γX
i=0
di
2γ−1X
n=0
F(cos#i3 + sin #i(cos’n1 + sin’n2))
plays a particular role in numerical integration. It enables
us to compute discrete convolutions on the sphere (for ex-
ample, discrete wavelet transform by use of FFT-techniques
(cf. e.g. [2, 4, 48, 49]).
The computational asympotical complexity of our
wavelet approach will be discussed in a forthcoming
paper.
5.3. Scale and Space Discretized Wavelet Transform
We are now interested in fully discretized wavelet ex-
pansions. For that purpose we rst unify our notations.
This will help us to discuss the various wavelet types
(A 2 fP;M;Dg) simultaneously.
Let fΨAj g denote an A-scale discretized wavelet (A 2
fP;Mg) and a D-scale discretized wavelet for A = D as
introduced in Section 4. Then we designate by f ΨAj g the A-
scale discretized wavelet (A = P), dual M-scale discretized
wavelet (A = M), dual D-scale discretized wavelet (A = D),
respectively. The reconstruction formula may be formulated
now as follows
F =
1X
j=−1
Z
Ω
((WT)AΨ(F))(j; ) Ψ
A
j;()d!()
provided that F 2 L2(Ω) with F^(n; j) = 0 for n =
0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n + 1. The fully discretized wavelet
transform is searched for under the assumption that
 , ΨAj;();  2 Ω; (5.18)
as well as
 , ΨAj;();  2 Ω; (5.19)
FIG. 5.5. Ensemble of Example 5.23. N = 410.
are continuous on Ω (for all j 2 Z and  2 Ω). Note that
all conditions (5.18), (5.19) are satised by our wavelet ex-
amples.
Under the assumption (5.18) it follows that  ,
((WT)AΨ(F))(j; );  2 Ω is continuous on Ω (for all j 2 Z).
Thus, from Lemma 5.15, we obtain
Theorem 5.24 Assume that fXNg is an (aNk )-distribution.
Then
F =
+1X
j=−1
 
lim
N!1
1
4
NX
k=1
aNk ((WT)
A
Ψ(F))(j; 
N
k ) Ψj;Nk ()
!
holds for all F 2 L2(Ω) satisfying F^(n; j) = 0 for n =
0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1.
As fully discretized wavelet transform we nd
Theorem 5.25 Assume that fXNg is an (aNk )-distribution.
Furthermore, let fLg be a (bLk )-distribution. Then, under
the above assumptions,
F =
+1X
j=−1
0@ lim
N!1
L!1
NX
k=1
aNk
4
LX
r=1
bLr
4
F(Lr )Ψ
A
j;Nk
(Lr ) Ψ
A
j;Nk
()
1A
holds for all F 2 C(Ω) with F^(n; j) = 0 for n =
0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+1 (where equality holds in the sense
of k  kL2(Ω)).
Remark. Under the assumption that F and our trial
functions (5.18), (5.19) are Lipschitz-continuous on Ω, The-
orem 5.25 can be shown in addition, to hold in the sense of
k kC(Ω). The details will be omitted. Furthermore, error es-
timates are derivable by the same techniques as developed
in [23].
For numerical purposes hierarchical pointsets fXNjg,
fLjg (dependent on the scale parameter j) should be used.
This nally leads us to the following fully discretized
wavelet approximation F
appr:
J0 of a function F 2 C(Ω) at
 2 Ω:
F
appr:
J0 ()
=
NJ0X
k=1
a
NJ0
r
4
LJ0X
r=1
b
LJ0
r
r
F(
LJ0
r )A
J0;
NJ0
k
(
LJ0
r )A
J0;
NJ0
k
()
+
1X
j=J0
NjX
k=1
a
Nj
k
4
LjX
r=1
b
Lj
r
4
F(
Lj
r )ΨA
j;
Nj
k
(
Lj
r ) ΨA
j;
Nj
k
():
5.4. Exact Space Discrete Wavelet Transform
Until now a space discretization is achieved by conven-
tional approximate integration formulae. Finally we are in-
terested in presenting a method of exact space discretiza-
tion. Let us start with the continuous wavelet transform, i.e.
continuous in both space and scale. In the frequency context
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the reconstruction formula reads as follows:
F^(n; j) =
Z 1
0
Z
Ω
F(; )Ψ^ (n)Yn;j()
d!()d

;
where
F(; ) = (WT)Ψ(F)(; )
=
1X
n=m+1
2n+1X
j=1
F^(n; j)Ψ^ (n)Yn;j():
For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to wavelets of order
m = 0. Assume now that fΨg is band-limited, what means
that for every  > 0 there exists an integer m such that
Ψ^ (n) = 0 for n = m + 1; m + 2; : : : :
Then we have
F(; ) =
mX
n=1
2n+1X
j=1
F^(n; j)Ψ^ (n)Yn;j() (5.20)
that is to say, only a nite number of frequencies has to be
considered for the reconstruction.
As next step we derive a spherical counterpart to Shan-
non’s sampling theorem. Consider the N (m+ 1)2-matrix
MXN ;m given by
MXN ;m = matrXN (Y0;1; : : : Ym;2m+1)
=
0B@ Y0;1(1)    Y0;1(N)... ...
Ym;2m+1(1)    Ym;2m+1(N)
1CA ;
where XN = (1; : : : ; N) is a pointset of distinct points
1; : : : ; N 2 Ω with N Æ (m + 1)2. Unfortunately, accord-
ing to Haar’s Theorem (cf., e.g., [15]) this matrix is not of
maximal rank for all systems XN of distinct points. How-
ever, it is clear (cf., e.g., [18, 35]) there exist systems XN
possessing a nondegenerate matrix that MXN ;m.
Definition 5.26. A system XM with M = (m + 1)2 is
called m-fundamental system if MXM;m is regular. A system
XN with N Æ M is called m-admissible system, if it contains
an m-fundamental subsystem.
Remark. For convenience we always assume that XM 
XN (i.e., XM is the set of the M rst elements of XN) is
an m-fundamental system. This is always achievable by re-
ordering an admissible system.
It should be noted that via the addition theorem
(MXM;m)
T(MXM;m)
=
0BB@
Pm
n=0
2n+1
4 Pn(1  1)   
Pm
n=0
2n+1
4 Pn(1  N)
...
...Pm
n=0
2n+1
4 Pn(N  1)   
Pm
n=0
2n+1
4 Pn(N  N)
1CCA :
Thus the property of XN of being an m-fundamental system
is independent of the choice of the L2(Ω)-orthonormal basis
fY0;1; : : : ; Ym;2m+1g.
Now suppose that XN is an m-admissible system with
n0 2 f0; : : : ; mg; j0 2 f1; : : : ; 2n0 + 1g being xed and
Y 2 Harm0;:::;m. Then, for all solutions a 2 RN; a =
(a1; : : : ; aN)T, satisfying
NX
k=1
akYn;j(k) = n;n0j;j0
for n = 0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n+ 1, it is easily seen that
NX
k=1
akY(k) =
nX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
Y^(n; j)
 
NX
k=1
akYn;j(k)
!
=
mX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
Y^(n; j)n;n0j;j0
= Y^(n0; j0)
for each Y 2 Harm0;:::;m. In order to calculate the Fourier
coecients of Y 2 Harm0;:::;m integration therefore can be
substituted by summation (cf. also [19]):Z
Ω
Y()Yn;j()d!() =
NX
k=1
a
n;j
k Yn;j(k): (5.21)
But it should be mentioned that the summation-weights
depend on the indices (n; j).
Summarizing our results we are led to the spherical coun-
terpart to Shannon’s sampling rule.
Theorem 5.27 (Spherical Shannon Sampling Theorem).
Let Y be in Harm0;:::;m and XN = f1; : : : ; Ng be an m-
admissible system. Then Y can be reconstructed from its
samples at points out of XN by the following interpolation
formula
Y() =
NX
k=1
Y(k)Sk();
where Sk 2 Harm0;:::;m is given by
Sk() =
mX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
a
n;j
k Yn;j():
Proof. Using the identity (5.21) we get
NX
k=1
Y(k)Sk() =
mX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
 
NX
k=1
a
n;j
k Y(k)
!
Yn;j()
=
mX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
Y^(n; j)Yn;j() = Y():
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With the same technique we are now able to formulate
the announced space discrete wavelet transform. In (5.20)
we have seen that
F(; ) =
mX
n=1
2n+1X
j=1
F^(n; j)Ψ^ (n)Yn;j():
In other words, F(; ) 2 Harm0;:::;m . Thus the Fourier co-
ecients of F(; ) can be computed as follows
F^(n; j)Ψ^ (n) = ( F(; ))^(n; j) =
NX
k=1
a
n;j;
k
F(; 

k):
N Æ (m+1)2. Again note that the weights and the pointset
in the sums depend on  2 (0;1). Multiplication of the last
equations with Ψ^ (n) and integration over  amounts toZ 1
0
jΨ^ (n)j2d

F^(n; j) =
Z 1
0
NX
k=1
a
n;j;
k
F(; 

k)Ψ^ (n)
d

:
Because of the condition (3.1) we get after transformation
into the space domain
F() =
Z 1
0
NX
k=1
0@ mX
n=1
2n+1X
j=1
a
n;j;
k Ψ^ (n)Yn;j()
1A F(; k)d :
Unfortunately the weights depend on the indices (n; j) such
that the reconstruction of Ψ;k () cannot be done indepen-
dently of k. Dening Ψ;k : Ω ! R by
Ψ;k() =
mX
n=1
2n+1X
j=1
a
n;j;
k Ψ^ (n)Yn;j() (5.22)
for  2 (0;1) and k = 1; : : : ; N we obtain
F() =
Z 1
0
NX
k=1
F(; 

k) Ψ;k()
d

:
One cannot expect that Ψ;k is axisymmetric. But this is
the price one has to pay for this kind of discrete wavelet
transform. All the results are summarized in the following
theorem.
Theorem 5.28 Let fΨg be a band-limited spherical
wavelet of order 0 and fXNg>0 a family of m-admissible
systems. Then an arbitrary function F 2 L2(Ω) with
F^(0; 1) = 0 can be reconstructed from the space discrete
wavelet transform
((WTD)Ψ(F))(; k) =
Z
Ω
F()Ψ;k ()d!()
for  2 (0;1) and k = 1; : : : ; N by
F() =
Z 1
0
NX
k=1
(WTD)Ψ(F))(; k) Ψ;k()
d

;
where the “reconstruction wavelet” is defined by (5.22).
Remark. In the same way Theorem 5.28 can be formu-
lated for band-limited spherical wavelets fΨg of order m
and functions F 2 L2(Ω) with vanishing moments up to
order m.
It is not dicult to write down the above theorem for
wavelets of order m in the scale discrete context. As result
we nd
Theorem 5.29 Let fΨAj g be a band-limited spherical A-
wavelet (packet) of order m and fXNjgj2Z a sequence of mj-
admissible systems (mj is defined by the fact, that each Ψ
A
j is
an element of Harm0;:::;m). Then, an arbitrary function F 2
L2(Ω) with F^(n; j) = 0 for n = 0; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; 2n +
1 can be reconstructed from the scale and space discrete
wavelet transform
((WTD)
A
Ψ(F))(j; k) =
Z
Ω
F()ΨAj;k ()d!()
for j 2 Z and k = 1; : : : ; Nj by
F() =
1X
j=−1
NjX
k=1
((WTD)
A
Ψ(F))(j; k) Ψ
A
j;k();
where the “scale discrete reconstruction A-wavelet” Aj;k is
defined by
ΨAj;k() =
mjX
n=m+1
2n+1X
l=1
a
n;l;j
k (Ψ
A
j )^(n)Yn;l();
where the summation weights depend on j (instead of ).
5.5. Discrete Wavelet Transform on Harm0;:::;m
Finally we want to develop a fully discretized spheri-
cal wavelet transform in the following sense: we search for
a discrete structure which allows us to compute discrete
wavelet coecients from discretely given data and to re-
construct these data from its wavelet coecients.
Let us assume that the data are given by
Fk = F(k); k = 1; : : : ; N;
where F is in Harm0;:::;m with N > (m + 1)2 and XN =
f1; : : : ; Ng is an m-admissible system. Then we obtain for
a band-limited wavelet fΨg, where Ψ;i = Ψ;i , the fol-
lowing summation formulaZ
Ω
F()Ψ;i()d!()
=
mX
n=1
2n+1X
j=1
F^(n; j)Ψ^ (n)Yn;j(i)
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=
mX
n=1
2n+1X
j=1
 
NX
k=1
a
n;j;
k F(k)
!
Ψ^ (n)Yn;j(i)
=
NX
k=1
F(k)
mX
n=1
2n+1X
j=1
a
n;j;
k Ψ^ (n)Yn;j(i)| {z }
=b
;i
k = Ψ;k(i)
=
NX
k=1
b
;i
k F(k):
That means, we are allowed to compute the coecients
F;i = F(; i) by the following discrete spherical convo-
lution
F;i =
NX
k=1
b
;i
k Fk:
For the reconstruction of the data we can use Theorem
5.29. We obtain
Fk = F(k) =
Z 1
0
NX
i=1
F;ib
;k
i
d

:
FIG. 5.6. Band-limited wavelets with scaling function.
TABLE 6.1
Geodetic Operators
Operator/quantity  Term ^(n) Order
Gravity anomaly A
n−1
R 1
Geoid undulations U
R2
kM 0
Stokes operator St
R
n−1 −1
Single layer S
R
n+ 12
−1
Double layer D − R2n+1 −1
First radial derivative @@r − n+1R 1
Second rad. derivative @
2
@r2
(n+1)(n+2)
R2
2
Upward continuation r
(
R
r
n+1 −1
This result can be easily translated into the scale discrete
context. According to our notation we get
Fk =
1X
j=−1
NX
i=1
FAj;ib
A;j;k
k :
One might wonder why to sum over all integers j. This is
not necessary if wavelets are choosen such that Ψj^ (n) = 0
for n = 0; : : : ; m and j > J1. In this case we obtain
Fk =
J1X
j=−1
NX
i=1
FAj;ib
A;j;k
i :
Introducing a discrete scaling function one nally arrives at
Fk =
NX
i=1
GAJ0;ic
A;J0;k
i +
J1X
j=J0
NX
i=1
FAj;ib
A;j;k
i ;
i.e. only nite summations are necessary for reconstruction.
Example 5.30. Let fNjgj2N0 be a monotonously in-
creasing sequence with limj!1 Nj = 1. Then, as an ex-
ample for band limited scaling functions and wavelets with
discrete scale, we dene for j = 0; 1; : : :
j^ (n) =
8>><>>:
1 n = 0; : : : ; Nj − 1
Nj+1−n
Nj+1−Nj n = Nj; : : : ; Nj+1 − 1
0 n = Nj+1; Nj+1 + 1; : : :
and
Ψj^ (n) =
8>><>>:
n−Nj
Nj+1−Nj n = Nj; : : : ; Nj+1 − 1
Nj+2−n
Nj+2−Nj+1 n = Nj+1; : : : ; Nj+2 − 1
0 else:
Figure 5.6 illustrates the graphs of 0;Ψ0 and Ψ1 for
N0 = 10; N1 = 20 and N2 = 40.
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FIG. 6.1. Integrated spherical harmonic model.
6. COMBINED SPHERICAL HARMONIC
AND WAVELET EXPANSION
In what follows the classical model in terms of spherical
harmonics, the wavelet model, and the combination of both
will be explained in more detail.
Classical Model. Spherical harmonic analysis
T^(n; j) = (T;Yn;j)L2(Ω) =
Z
Ω
T()Yn;j()d!();
and spherical harmonic synthesis
T =
1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
T^(n; j)Yn;j; T 2 L2(Ω)
of the gravitational potential T of the earth constantly at-
track attention in physical geodesy (for more details see,
for example, Freeden et al. [22, 24] and the references
therein). Nowadays reference models for the gravitational
potential include spherical harmonic coecients T^(n; j) up
to m = 360 or even more (cf., e.g., [39]). If the table of the
potential coecients T^(n; j) is known, it can be used to
evaluate geodetic observables, i.e., linear functionals such
that geoid undulation, gravity anomaly, radial derivative at
earth’s surface or at satellite height etc. The relation be-
FIG. 6.2. Frequency localization of the GauÞWeierstraÞ wavelet.
tween T and its geodetic observables (T) is convention-
ally provided by (invariant) pseudodierential operators 
(cf. [45]), the table of spherical harmonic coecients of
F = (T) is given by
F^(n; j) = ^(n)T^(n; j);
where f^(n)gn=0;1;::: is the spherical symbol of . Note that
Yn;j = ^(n)Yn;j for all n; j. Thus the spherical harmonics
Yn;j, from which we know that they localize in optimal way
in frequency domain, may be interpreted as eigenfunctions
of the operator  corresponding to the eigenvalues ^(n),
and it follows that
F = (T) =
1X
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
^(n)T^(n; j)Yn;j:
The list of corresponding spherical symbols f^(n)gn=0;1;:::
(given in Table 6.1) motivates the Integrated Spherical
Harmonic Model of Physical Geodesy (sometimes called
Pocket Guide of Physical Geodesy, [41]). See also
Fig. 6.1. Herein M denotes the earth’s mass, R is the earth’s
mean radius, and k is the gravitational constant.
Wavelet Model. Instead of spherical harmonic expan-
sions we now discuss the wavelet synthesis of T 2 L2(Ω).
To be specic,
T() =
X
j2Z
Z
Ω
((WT)AΨ(T))(j; ) Ψ
A
j;()d!()
with A 2 fP;M;Dg and fΨAj g; f ΨAj g as wavelets resp. dual
wavelets of order m = 0. The application of a pseudodif-
ferential operator  to T formally reads as follows
T() =
X
j2Z
Z
Ω
((WT)AΨ(T))(j; )( Ψ
A
j; K)()d!();
where
K(  ) =
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
^(n)Pn(  );
and the sum is understood in distributional sense.
In the wavelet approach the dual wavelets f ΨAj;g cannot
be recognized as eigenfunctions of the pseudodierential
operator. But as mentioned before it is possible to choose
wavelets localizing in frequency domain. Because of the
fact
( ΨAj; K)() =
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
( ΨAj )^(n)^(n)Pn(  )
only a nite number of coecients ^(n) signicantly aect
the jth detail component of F.
Comparing spherical harmonic and wavelet series we
come to the following conclusion: on the one hand anal-
ysis in terms of spherical harmonics is performed by
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only one frequency (optimal frequency localization), but
on the other hand localization in space domain does
not occur. So wavelet analysis can be interpreted as a
compromise between localization in both space and fre-
quency domain. The frequency localization for the GauÞ
WeierstraÞkernel is shown in Fig. 6.2. If the wavelet coe-
cients ((WT)AΨ(T))(j; ) of a function T 2 L2(Ω) are known,
the same coecients can be used to reconstruct F = T. In
doing so only the dual wavelet has to be modied by con-
volving K against Ψ
A
j;. In the context of Physical Geodesy
all quantities (T) are related to the disturbing potential T
via the kernels K, i.e.
F() = T() =
X
j2Z
Z
Ω
TA(j; )( ΨAj; K)()d!();
where
TA(j; ) = ((WT)AΨ(T))(j; ):
In particular we have for the upward continuation operator
( ΨAj;  r)() =
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
( ΨAj )^(n)

R
r
n+1
Pn(  ):
For the rst and second radial derivative we obtain
Tr(r) =
R
r2
X
j2Z
Z
Ω
TA(j; )( ΨAj;  r K@=@r)()d!()
and
Trr(R) =
R
r3
X
j2Z
Z
Ω
TA(j; )( Aj;  r K(@=@r)2 )()d!();
where
( ΨAj;  r K@=@r)()
= −
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
( ΨAj )^(n)

R
r
n+1
Pn(  )
FIG. 6.3. Integrated wavelet model.
and
( ΨAj;  r K(@=@r))()
=
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
( ΨAj )^(n)

R
r
n+1
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)Pn(  ):
We write
K(@=@r)2 = K@=@r  K@=@r;
where the auxiliary kernel K@=@r is understood to be
K@=@r(  ) = −
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
(n+ 2)Pn(  ):
Furthermore, we introduce the inverse convolution kernels
associated to K@=@r resp. K@=@r:
K−1@=@r(  ) = −
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
1
n+ 1
Pn(  );
K−1@=@r(  ) = −
1X
n=0
2n+ 1
4
1
n+ 2
Pn(  ):
This leads us to the Integrated Wavelet Model of Physical
Geodesy drawn in Fig. 6.3. More details can be found in
[25, 26, 48, 49].
Remark. For numerical realization the spherical har-
monic part rst should be substracted as usual from the
data, i.e.,
Tm() = F() −
mX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
T^(n; j)Yn;j():
Then the calculation of the wavelet coecients of Tm rel-
ative to a wavelet of order m can be replaced by the cal-
culation of the coecients of the corresponding wavelet
of order 0 (realize that the Legendre coecients Ψj^ (n) for
n = 0; : : : ; m can be chosen arbitrarily), since the spherical
harmonics up to the order m are by denition of Tm equal to
zero. That means there is no necessity of more sophisticated
approximate integration formulae.
Combined Models. As pointed out above there exist nu-
merous realizations of spherical harmonic models of phys-
ical geodesy up to m = 360. Numerical instability and low
convergence rates of the spherical harmonic series, how-
ever, make it dicult to achieve longer models. Thus
we are convinced that the right way of approximating the
earth’s disturbing potential consists of a combined model.
To be more specic, as the appropriate candidate for the
approximation of the low frequency part, the spherical har-
monic model still should be used, while wavelet analysis is
a proper method for modelling the high frequency part. As
a matter of fact, the combination of both spherical harmonic
analysis up to a certain order m and wavelet analysis with
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wavelets of order m, leads to the following representation
of T 2 L2(Ω):
T() =
mX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
T^(n; j)Yn;j()
+
X
j2Z
Z
Ω
((WT)AΨ(T))(j; ) Ψ
A
j;()d!():
The application of a pseudodierential operator  now
reads as follows:
T() =
mX
n=0
2n+1X
j=1
^(n)T^(n; j)Yn;j()
+
X
j2Z
Z
Ω
((Wt)AΨ(T))(j; )( Ψ
A
j; K)()d!():
Altogether the quantities of physical geodesy can be related
to the disturbing potential T via the combination of both the
spherical symbol f^(n)g and the kernel K.
The extension of the ideas of this paper to the vecto-
rial or tensorial context is an important problem in satel-
lite geodesy, particularly in satellite-to-satellite tracking and
satellite gradiometry (cf., e.g., [22, 42, 43]). These aspects
will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
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